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Executive summary
This report presents the two pillars that MediaMixer project partners have set-up for facilitating media re-use, the
community portal and the core technology set.
We will start by showing the community portal, highlight how it evolved and improved throughout the duration of the
project and present how community members have been using it as shown by collected usage statistics. Based on these
statistics, we have devised a number of actions aimed at attracting more attention to the MediaMixer portal and engage
new members, with a particular focus on industrial members.
In the second part of this deliverable, we report about the technologies promoted by MediaMixer to tackle the “media
fragment re-mixing” issues, in the form of focused and technology oriented white papers.
One major objective of the MediaMixer project is to facilitate the handling of media fragments (MF) through a more
seamless workflow using the MF URI standard as a common basis. This requires that the MF URI 1.0 standard is supported
by the interfaces and parameters of the involved tools and applications for media fragment access and exchange.
In the previous reports (D1.1.2 & D.1.1.3) we have shown the proposed evaluation of the current workflow of fragment
handling, to identify shortcomings and derive measures to enable further adoption of media fragment exchange. However,
these evaluations require considering tools, frameworks and specifications needed along the workflow, which support the
actors to provide, retrieve and reuse media fragments.
Thus, in this report, we present the MediaMixer solutions to handle these issues, structured as four white papers: Media
Fragment Specification And Tools, Media Fragment Creation, Media Fragment Description and Media Fragment
Rights.
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1

Introduction

This report presents the two pillars MediaMixer project partners have set-up for facilitating media re-use. We will start
by covering the first one, the community portal, highlight how it evolved and improved throughout the duration of the
project and present how it was used by community members. Based on the collected usage statistics, we have devised a
number of actions aimed at attracting more attention to the MediaMixer portal and engage new members, with a particular
focus on industrial members.
In the second part of this deliverable, we report about the second pillar, the technologies which are promoted by
MediaMixer to tackle the “media fragment re-mixing” issues, in the form of focused, technology oriented white-papers.
One major objective of the MediaMixer project is to facilitate the handling of media fragments (MF) through a more
seamless workflow using the MF URI standard as a common basis. This requires that the MF URI 1.0 standard is supported
by the interfaces and parameters of the involved tools and applications for media fragment access and exchange.
In the previous reports (D1.1.2 & D.1.1.3) we have shown the proposed evaluation of the current workflow of fragment
handling, to identify shortcomings and derive measures to enable further adoption of media fragment exchange. However,
these evaluations require considering tools, frameworks and specifications needed along the workflow, which support the
actors to provide, retrieve and reuse media fragments. Thus, in this report, we present the MediaMixer solutions, as whitepapers, to handle these issues.
The outline of the Deliverable is as follows:
Chapter 2 Brief overview of the MediaMixer Community Portal: describes current state of the portal, including Content
Repository, Webinars and Forums.
Chapter 3 Community Portal Usage: presents the usage statistics of the platform since March 2013.
Chapter 4 Core technology set: presents the MediaMixer technology to “media fragment mixing”. MediaMixer solutions
of related issues, such as, Media Fragment Specification and Tools, Creation, Description and Rights are illustrated as
white papers.
Chapter 5 Conclusion: presents the conclusion of the report and points to some further issues which need to be tackled
by the media fragment community in the future.
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2

The MediaMixer Community Portal v2

The objective of the WP 1 “MediaMixer online portal” was to set up and establish an online portal, a documents and
software repository and discussion forum based on standard community software that provides:


a repository for all the documents, software and information provisioned by the project. This includes catalogues
for the relevant literature and materials, as well as a history of the project contributions. Content is organized by
topic, level of technical detail, target group etc. in order to enable easy access by industry and other players in the
media industry interested in semantic technologies.



an interactive discussion board for networking through cross-domain- and -border communication among all
project experts and the industry participants of the MediaMixer community and an aggregation of project related
threads from external discussion fora such as Quora, LinkedIn and Twitter.



forum moderation that ensures the quality and focus of the discussion and results when connecting to existing
associations and initiatives, collecting user feedback and opinions, as well as gathering requirements and best
practice experiences.



evaluation reports that summarize the portal usage and community discussions and derive from this the emerging
market interests, gaps and needs.

In essence, the portal provides the linking between the research and industry community and the discussion moderation
and guidance required for the uptake of the semantic technologies promoted by MediaMixer. Meanwhile, it facilitates the
identification of industry requirements that enrich the use cases dealt by WP2 “Technology use cases and demonstrators”
and thus makes the demonstrators produced more appealing.
The online portal is split up into two sections:


a public section, which provides basic information about the MediaMixer project such as its main focus, core
technology set and benefits for industry target groups



a section for registered user which provides exclusive materials for download such as tutorials and presentations.
Registered users can also participate in discussions in the portals forum section

Users can self-register for a free user account on the portal with instant access to the restricted sections. All registered
users receive a monthly newsletter informing about project highlights, project related events and new uploads.
The online portal has developed into a frequently visited site with more than 120 active users from the media industry and
research organizations. It has been regularly adapted to user needs in order to make it more attractive and easy to use. In
February 2014, an online user survey was carried out in order to determine the overall satisfaction with the portal and its
offers – the survey outcome and findings can be found in Section 2.1.
In March 2014, the portal layout and navigation was enhanced and adapted according to the user feedback. A new front
page now facilitates for easier access to content items and addresses the main user groups with dedicated landing pages.
Also, more content is now available without login to give visitors a first impression of our quality content without the
need to register. After the project, we plan to remove the login barrier and ensure that all MediaMixer content is publicly
referenceable, accessible and visible to search engines.

8
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2.1

Community Portal User Survey

MediaMixer has set an online survey (http://bit.ly/1k7vJIw) to identify how its growing community perceive the project
and its portal. The objective was to seek feedback from users of the community portal in order to:




better focus the goals for the remainder of the project,
better define future (longer term) goals, and
guide the re-design of the web portal and maximize its impact

The survey contains six sections:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Who are you
MediaMixer vision and outcome
MediaMixer community portal
Effectiveness as forum
Gathering suggestions
Measuring engagement

The survey was created using the Google Drive survey tool. It was available online for about three weeks (including two
extensions). Several emails were sent to all users registered on the community portal, asking them to provide MediaMixer
partners feedback as to how to better respond to their needs. Unfortunately and in spite of several reminders, only five
participants filled the survey. However, those five motivated users provided very detailed answers for all the required
questions.
Here follow, the collected responses from the different participants on each part of the survey:

A. who are you
Job title:
 Manager R&D
 CEO
 Post-doc Researcher
 Head of IP data management office
 President/Founder
Do you work in the media industry itself?
If you are associated with it, can you briefly describe what you do?
 Provide Solutions for Media Content Provider
 I work on multi-modal segmentation and recommendation of video lectures to increase the visibility of such
data.
 I work in the Footage sales business and my core expertise is about digital rights management issues / legal
metadata. In my job I am trying to link IP asset management techniques to media asset management by indexing
IP Named entities of interest to us within audiovisual documents.
 Early stage company using developing a platform to connect expressive metadata with real world context to
drive the next generation of rich media applications.
 Our company is a primarily a technology service provider for content owners and digital retailers. We develop
data exchange, digital asset and metadata management software systems for our clients.
If you are involved in research, please indicate your field and whether you are an academic or commercially-funded.
 We are commercially-funded.
 Digital rights management.
 As my company is mixed funded, it can act as academic or industrial partner in research projects
 Commercial
9
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 I work in academic research and we are funded under SNSF project.
Media industry: in which areas are you involved?

B. MediaMixer vision and outcome
a) What do you perceive MediaMixer to be?

b) Does MediaMixer strike you as conveying a vision?

c) The portal keeps registered members up-to-date with consortium activity. Is it clear what a successful outcome of
MediaMixer should be?

d.1) Does MediaMixer, in your view, have core technical product?
10
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d.2) Please let us know in your own words, in what way do MediaMixer's outputs relate, at a technical level?
 Tool box to support media production
 As far as I understand, Media Mixer applies a new fundamental technology package to those small objects that
are the media fragments (and which are my main business objects). As a professional, this approach by
"technology package" applied to a specific business object is much easier for me to understand rather than
having to evaluate separately the integration of each technology to my existing business process. It might help
in-house experts to better explain to their top management the benefits of a business process re-engineering
based on that core set of semantic technologies.
 Media-Mixer has spread awareness of challenging and import research issues and its industrial application in
the field of online multimedia. Also, with organizing the Grand Challenge at ACM MM and many informative
webinars to provide insight and direction for researchers in this domain, it has accelerated the realization of
such technologies.
 Tagasauris' Mission is very similar to MediaMixer's. We both seek to re intermediate the value chain for
networked audiovisual assets but creating a service rich environment for multimedia processing,
representation, annotation and management.
 I believe that semantic technologies will play a significant role in the management of media in the future. The
technology is new and possesses a number of unique capabilities, which past technologies cannot easily match.
I am interested in working with others to bring the benefits of semantic technologies to the marketplace to help
address today's challenges.
e) MediaMixer offers technical expertise. Is it clear from the portal what this expertise covers?

f) Which elements of MediaMixer you would see as relevant to your organization?

C. MEDIAMIXER Community Portal
a) How often do you visit the Community Portal?

11
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b) Please briefly note which topics you visited. What types of materials are most of interest to you?
 I have downloaded reports and white papers from the site.
 Use case
 Fragment creation
 Webinars, deliverables, web-demo, updates, winter school etc.
 We're mostly visiting the materials and demonstrations part of the community portal.
c.1) For the subjects covered, was the portal sufficient?

c.2) If you had to explore other websites let us know which?
 https://www.prestocentre.org/
 Many websites associated with fragment representation, creation, multimedia semantics linked TV, etc.
d.1) Were you already familiar with any of the materials you encountered?

d.2) (if you answered yes to the previous question) Which material were you already familiar with?
 Media Fragments URI, multimedia semantics and various annotation tools.
 Digital rights management
 Media-fragment and annotation.
 Use Cases
e) Are there areas of ambiguity that would be good to clarify?
 we would like to better understand tech transfer procedures around core tech.
 no.
f) Some materials mention sale and resale of content. Does the portal convey an intent to make operational an
online service to do this?

12
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D. EFFECTIVENESS AS FORUM
a) How likely are you to ask further questions to the MediaMixer team?
In public:

In private:

b) Are you a technical professional?

c) How would you rate the importance of a forum to be effective in your role?

d) What other resource is your primary source for technical information?

13
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E. GATHERING SUGGESTIONS
a) In your opinion, would MediaMixer benefit from the following:

b) Would you recommend that for further materials we produce:

G. MEASURING ENGAGEMENT
a.1) Would you refer the community portal to a colleague?

a.2) If you replied "Yes", please tell us why.
 According to me the method of gathering a core set of technologies to a specific business object is an efficient
innovation process that we should follow.
 I think the MediaMixer team consists of leading thinkers in the area of semantic technologies. Many of on the
team are much more able to focus their time on furthering the field.
 Excellent resource for getting people up to speed on these very interesting topics.
 It has up-to-date information regarding the media fragmentation and annotation and colleagues in the area
could benefit from some of the material and seeing the demo.
 Good basic information
b.1) are you likely to come back to the community portal regularly?

14
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b.2) If you replied "No", can you give a reason why, or why not?
c) What factor(s) is/are most likely influence you to return to the portal?
 Market interesting in the Media Mixer technologies
 To update myself if new activity in the area.
 New materials, discussions
d) Which of the topics, or resources, the portal refers to, is of most interest to you?

e.1) Which standards or professional bodies would you advise MediaMixer engages with?
 CEPIC, DAM Community, & NAB.
 EBU Core Metadata Group
 W3C
 http://www.focalint.org/, but I think it's already done.
 WWW
e.2) Would you advise such a body to engage MediaMixer?

Summary:
MediaMixer has asked its participants to fill a survey in order to fulfill its objectives. By analyzing the provided answers
of the participants, we report that:
 80% of the audience are in the industry
 MediaMixer has a clear vision (100%) but Outcome isn‘t (60/40%)
 MediaMixer Community Portal: Topics are well covered, except sale and resale of contents.
 MediaMixer has a very positive effectiveness as a forum.
 Participants suggest that MediaMixer includes on its portal: Interviews with industry stakeholder, providing
additional Media, in the form of text or video
15
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Engagement Very high (all topics proposed are of almost equal interest)

Based on the above findings, a number of actions were taken to better respond to users’ demands. The community portal
was re-designed bearing user comments in mind. The outcome of MediaMixer is presented explicitly on the front-page of
the new community portal.
Concerning the topic of sale and resale of media content, three sections have been extended with additional material and
showcase to better detail how this can be achieved using MediaMixer technologies; Media Fragment Rights and
Management and Re-Use. We pursued our efforts to ensure the MediaMixer portal is an effective forum and spread it’s
visibility by addressing relevant questions on well-established technical discussion forums such as Quora and
StackOverflow.

2.2

MediaMixer Community Portal

The MediaMixer Community Portal (http://community.mediamixer.eu/) is the central platform for the exchange of ideas,
materials, discussions, expertise etc. among (mainly) professionals interested in the re-use of media fragments and related
subjects. Its intent is to bring together all kind of stakeholders such as technology experts, content providers, creators of
mixed content and many more. It has been set up according to the identified requirements and specification of the Portal
as described in detail in D1.1.1 Report on platform establishment with features, repository and forum and thus enabling
the basis for the community-building plan (cf. D3.3.1 Community Building Plan). The Community Portal is now online
since March 2013.
Technical Maintenance and Support
The main portal administration is handled by the consortium partner CONDAT, which covers to


host the portal server, Plone CMS and MediaMixer portal,



provide the main contact for technical maintenance and support issues and co-ordinate publishing and updating
of the content by the consortium partners



user account administration

16
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2.3

Configuration, Populating and Moderation of the Portal

2.3.1 Populating the repository with project materials
The project and core partners have gathered relevant materials – exiting software, tools, presentations and documents
produced and provided by the project. MediaMixer own material and documents have been stored on the portal and are
available for reading and/or download. Links are provided to external materials and documents of relevance. An initial
analysis has led to offer a set of technologies needed for media mixing, based on the usage of specifications and tools in
past and present semantic media projects to access the functionalities considered core to the MediaMixer approach. This
“core technology set” will be extended and refined throughout the MediaMixer project based on the experiences gained
from the demonstrators and events from the WP4 “Information, demonstration and training events”, as well as from the
feedback from the community. The collection of materials and documents on the portal will be informed by this core
technology set.

2.3.2 Collaboration and publication workflow
In order to minimize duplicate data storage, a consistent workflow has been implemented for the main tasks carried out
in the course of the project, i.e.:


Materials already having maturity for distribution are directly published in the Online Portal (by the responsible
consortium member).



All kind of materials intended for release to either external partners or the public, which need discussions by the
consortium, will be stored and reviewed in the Media Wiki first. Having reached release maturity, materials will
be published to the Online Portal for presentation and discussion (by the responsible consortium member).



Consortium internal communication will be restricted to the Media Wiki (by all consortium members).



Only selected materials (i.e. press releases) will be published to the external website.

2.3.3 Moderation of forums
The portal forum with their users, discussion threads and involved materials need a steady moderation and maintenance
in order to ensure usability and content quality. The moderation tasks are delegated to different responsible partners of
the consortium. An initial forum had been set up but lacks frequent interaction. Since many users seem to prefer using
external discussion fora such as Quora, StackOverflow and LinkedIn, forum activity has shifted over to these platforms
and moderated by consortium members there. Selected threads will be embedded back to the online portal.

2.3.4 Evaluation and reporting
The experiences concerning the portal usage gained through the different tasks carried out during the project are collected
in status reports in several cycles. These reports summarize the portal usage and derive from this and the community
discussions information about emerging market interest, gaps and needs. The main evaluation results were gathered after
the first year and reported in “D1.1.3 Intermediate report on platform usage of content repository and forum and the core
technology set”.
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2.4

Portal layout and content

The portal features a straightforward and easy to use interface. The structure was defined according to the wireframe
designed in the first project phase with the horizontal navigation and news information in the right column. Different parts
of the portal layout were changed in March 2014 to facilitate for easier and faster access to key materials.
1) Upon accessing the portal homepage, visitors are welcomed and made familiar with the project scope and portal
offering. The front page has been redesigned and equipped with easy-to-grasp teaser elements leading to the main
pages of the site
2) All portal sections are reachable through the vertical main navigation bar
3) An additional breadcrumb navigation beneath provides further guidance and orientation
4) Tweets related to the project provide up-to-date information
5) Each page can be recommended and shared through Facebook
6) A site search finds content fast and efficiently
7) Exclusive content and discussion fora are available for registered users after login

7
6
2
3

4

1

5
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2.5

Portal areas

The portal comprises materials, tools and documentation developed by the partners, Open Source and commercial
products from 3rd parties. The collection is concentrated on tools, which could be easily installed, use widespread used
materials and do not cause high costs.
2.5.1 Materials
In the materials section, tutorials, presentations, specifications and software related to the MediaMixer topics are available
for viewing, download or as a link. The materials could be of any type and format (for instance .doc, .ppt, .pdf. or .xls).
Downloads in this section are available for registered and logged-in users only at the moment. Since February 2014, the
materials section features a filterable table, which enables users to narrow down their search:

2.5.2 Showcases
In the showcases section, demonstrators and use cases highlighting the use of the semantic technologies promoted by
MediaMixer are available for download or as a link. Also recorded webinars held by consortium members on MediaMixer
topics can be accesses through this section. Since February 2014, the materials section features a filterable table, which
enables users to narrow down their search:

19
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2.5.2 Benefits
In the benefits section, available materials and showcases for different user groups (currently media creators, media
distributors and media owners) are displayed prefiltered for easy access. For each user group, a subpage introduces the
specific benefits followed by a table with the relevant content.

20
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2.5.3 Technology
In the technology section, the basic technologies connected with the project are explained. Every technology subpage
features a prefiltered table with relevant materials and showcases for easy access.

21
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2.5.4 Forum
In the forum section, the initially set-up, site specific forum didn’t generate the expected amount of discussions. Since
many users seem to prefer discussing in well-established fora such as Quora, StackOverflow and LinkedIn Groups,
selected discussion threads from these sources have been embedded into the Community Portal Forum.

2.5.5 User registration
The portal features a self-service registration process, enabling users to open up a user account for the site in a few minutes.
Users register with name and mail address and choose their own username and password. They are then automatically
added to a standard user group enabling them to access restricted portal areas and content such as downloads in the
Materials section of the portal. Users cannot see which other users are registered at the portal.
22
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In the administrational backend of the portal, users can be equipped with individual read/write access to portal areas,
content or forums. They can also be added to a group of users with a certain set of rights.
Registered users have a profile page where they can enter basic information about themselves. Moreover, they can be
contacted by other users via a contact form:

23
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2.6

Forums

An interactive forum has been launched on the MediaMixer portal in June 2013 for cross-domain- and border
communication between all media fragments offering and demanding parties, and MediaMixer’s experts. After evaluating
usual practices within multiple technology-oriented forums, it was decided to focus the MediaMixer forum on both
MediaMixer technologies and use cases.
While the objective of the forum is for community to interact with MediaMixer experts, the forum didn’t generate the
expected amount of discussions. Analysing the access logs showed that community members were interested (or at least
curious) about the forum, but did not dare to start discussion threads. Strong of this finding, we initiated an internal
brainstorming session in order to address this shortcoming. The measures decided by this brainstorming can be
summarized as following:


Increasing the popularity of the forums: The MediaMixer members are encouraged to maintain and frequently
visit the portal forums to create posts, respond to other posts. In addition, in cooperation with core members, new
discussion threads will be created based on the issues/solutions encountered while applying media fragment
technologies to their use case scenario. It is likely, reading such discussion will attract new core members and
will boost the dynamism of the MediaMixer forums.



Participating in related forums: There is no better place to get other users who enjoy participating and
commenting in forums than other forums. The idea is to encourage MediaMixer members to visit forums that
relate to its forums and participate on them. This means, visiting forums and creating valuable posts that contain
a signature advertising to MediaMixer portal or forums. This process will advertise the MediaMixer community
at the most relevant locations and should lead new potential members toward the portal.

Figure 1: Page-views of MediaMixer forums monitored through Google Analytics
Figure 1 reports the page-views statistics of the main forums of the MediaMixer portal, between August 2013 till April
2014 and it is monitored through Google Analytics. As we can see, the analysis of the graphic shows that there were peaks
caused by new events on the forum. We summarize the analytics by the following observations:
i)
June –November: many people have visited the forum due to the starting of the forums online.
ii)
November - February: very few visitors were observed, because the forum was not active and no new
posts/threads were created.
iii)
February – April: the proposed strategy was put in place in February 2014 in discussion forum such as
Quora and StackOverflow. The strategy has attracted attention to the forum, by creating new posts and
advertising MediaMixer, through answering related posts on other forums. This has led to an increase
in the number of visitors.
In conclusion, it takes significant efforts to get discussions started on a forum, even in the context of community with
well-defined and focussed technological needs. An effective strategy, attracting interested users in existing discussion
forums to MediaMixer technologies and to its community has been designed and deployed. As a result, the visibility of
both the MediaMixer forum and the entire portal has been improved.
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3

Community Portal Usage

The objective of the portal was to build up and establish the MediaMixer Community. It was launched in March 2013 and
all features were finished in June 2013. The platform layout was updated in February 2014, and does now provide easier
and faster access to materials and showcases. Also, three main industry domains addressed by the portal (media producers,
media distributors and media owners) were identified and specific landing pages were developed for those groups.
The sections of the site are:
1. Benefits pages for the three industry domains
2. Technologies (information pages for each technology domain)
3. Materials (presentations, tutorials, software, specifications)
4. Showcases (demonstrators, use cases)
5. Communication forum
6. Contact form
The Portal has been successfully established. On the basis of our examination of the statistics and Adwords, the portal
seems to attract mainly well-informed users focused on video production and interested in the uptake of the MediaMixer
technologies. The MediaMixer Platform is online since March 2013 and in April 2014 there were the following number
of users in the five categories on the platform (numbers between parenthesis):
(1) visitors (unregistered unique users, ca. 1.300),
(2) registered users (ca. 130),
(3) administrators (2), partners (10) and
(4) forum managers (4).
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3.1

Usage statistics

All activity in the portal (page views, downloads and so on) is tracked via Google Analytics in order to monitor usage and
initiate enhancements. The following statistics shows already the traffic caused by the invitation of community members
with a first visit and registration to the portal.
The following figure shows the report overview as of 2014/04/16.

The analysis of the graphics and statistics shows, that


the page impressions were nearly constant over the regarded period; the rate of visitors dropped slightly in
July/August 2013 and December/January, but this is similar to other portals because of less traffic during the
summer and Christmas holidays in most of the participating countries.



We observed, that there were peaks caused by new materials and events, e.g. by introducing the core technology
set, use cases and demo videos.



The average visit duration of 6:45 indicates, that we have mainly users, which have a deeper interest in the subject.
We know from other projects, that portals addressing general public users usually have an average visit duration
below 3 minutes.

Most used pages
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The table shows us, that some areas of the portal were significantly more accessed than others:
1. Tutorials (792)
2. Usecases (712)
3. Presentations (552)
These numbers clearly show that most visitors are interested in the available content, i.e. tutorials, use cases and
presentations. The forum section, which was previously in the top ten list has now apparently become less important to
the visitors. We assume that this is because people tend to discuss in established IT and general purpose fora such as
Quora, StackOverflow and LinkedIn Groups instead of using small, specialized platforms like the Community Portal.
We also use the login history to get an impression about visit time and duration of users. We observed that people mainly
access the portal during their work. Many of them have probably good background in this research field and they access
repeatedly the related sections for new materials and tools to get support during their work.
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3.2

Impact of the strategy for higher visibility of the community portal

One of the best ways to increase the number of users of MediaMixer is to increase the number of visitors to the Portal. Of
course, this assumes that once they get to the portal they will find some useful information for their needs, and they will
be enthusiastic to become members in order to get assistance with respect to the best practice concerning media fragment
technologies. However, the main question is how do we get users to visit the portal?
There are a number of levers that can be used to drive this. Here, we point some perspectives to understand and optimize
these levers aimed at attracting users to the portal, which will consequently lead to wider usage of MediaMixer
technologies.
Increasing the popularity of the portal: ByFebruary 2014, all pages on the Community Portal were optimized for search
engine visibility, i.e. by adding meta descriptions to all content pages and make more information on the content available
in the non-restricted area of the portal.
Create Remarkable Content: A great way to attract increasing numbers of visitors and potential new members is to lure
them in with remarkable contents that supplement MediaMixer technologies. We have constantly added material, in
particular quality materials generated in MediaMixer itself. In particular, both technology and use case white papers were
produced in a format intended to be accessible to industry (technology white paper content is in this deliverable, use case
white papers are given in D3.3.4) and are highlighted in the restructured portal (see next point).
Restructure the portal to highlight the remarkable content: In February 2014, the Portal layout was optimized for
easier and faster access to content. The front-page has been redesigned to guide users better and to address main user
groups and their needs. Furthermore, filterable tables have been introduced to all content sections, enabling users to search
for specific content more targeted and thus less time consuming.
Participating in related forums: There's no better place to get other users who enjoy participating and commenting in
forums than other forums. The idea is to encourage MediaMixer members to visit forums that relate to its forums and
participate on them. This means, visiting forums and creating valuable posts that contain a signature advertising to
MediaMixer portal or forums. This process will advertise the MediaMixer community at the most relevant locations and
should lead new potential members toward the portal. We have been doing this by answering relevant questions on Quora
and embedding our answers on the Forum section of the community portal.
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3.3

Summary of Portal Statistics Evaluation

Previous analyses of the portal usage statistics as identified through Google Analytics, AdWords and further examinations
requested the consortium to stabilize and improve the portal usage according to user interests by:


offering more: content, use cases, materials, webinars etc.



keeping materials up to date



ensuring higher visibility of materials in Web search (Google/SEO)



engaging in discussions about project related topics on external fora such as Quora and StackOverflow, and direct
users to the Community Portal as a source of high quality content.

The enhancements implemented into the portal in February have led to a significant raise in page views:
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4

Core Technology Set

Media repositories happen to expose their individual media resources as atomic (complete) items, while consumers are
often interested only in salient parts, which address their content needs. Media mixing is the process by which selfcontained parts of media (fragments) are identified and exposed via media repository interfaces, so that consumers can
access and re-use only the parts they are interested in.
Media Mixing requires the application of new technologies for the creation, repurposing and reuse of media fragments
across borders on the Web which are integrated into media systems and workflows as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: MediaMixer Framework
A typical MediaMixer application will involve the fragmentation of the media assets (in terms of generating a fragment
description), the storage of these descriptions in a repository (linked to the assets themselves), and exposing those
descriptions to customers (for fragment level search and selection). Depending on the use case, rights information may be
attached to fragments to control and manage the appropriate access to and re-purposing of fragments (alone and in
combination).
This chapter presents, in the form of white papers, five key technologies of the Media Mixing process; Media Fragment
Specification and Tools, Media Fragment Creation, Media Fragment Description, Media Fragment Rights and Media
Fragment Re-Use.
These white papers are also released as individual documents and available on the community portal.
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4.1

Media Fragment Specification and Tools

Author: R. Troncy - EURECOM, France, email:Raphael.Troncy@eurecom.fr
Video clips on the World Wide Web (WWW) used to be treated as "foreign" objects as they could only be embedded
using a plugin that is capable of decoding and interacting with these clips. The HTML5 specification is a game changer
and all of the major browser vendors now support the newly introduced <video> and <audio> elements. However, in
order to make video clips accessible in a transparent way, it needs to be as easily linkable as a simple HTML page. In
order to share or bookmark only the interesting parts of a video, we should be able to link into or link out of this timelinear media resource. If we want to further meet the prevailing accessibility needs of a video, we should be able to
dynamically choose our preferred tracks that are encapsulated within this video resource, and we should be able to easily
show only specific regions-of-interest within this video resource.
The mission of the W3C Media Fragments Working Group, which is part of W3C's Video in the Web activity, is to
provide a mechanism to address media fragments on the Web using Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs). The objective
of the proposed specification is to improve the support for the addressing and retrieval of sub-parts of so-called media
resources (e.g. audio, video and image), as well as the automated processing of such sub-parts for reuse within the current
and future Web infrastructure. Example use cases are the bookmarking or sharing of excerpts of video clips with friends
in social networks, the automated creation of fragment URIs in search engine interfaces by having selective previews, or
the annotation of media fragments when tagging audio and video spatially and/or temporally.
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Purpose
We assume that media fragments are defined for "time-linear" media resources, which are characterised by a single
timeline. Media fragments support addressing the media along two dimensions (in the basic version) and four dimensions
(in the advanced version), see Figure 3.

Figure 3: Media Fragments URI dimensions (or axis)
Temporal axis: The most obvious temporal dimension denotes a specific time range in the original media, such as
"starting at second 10, continuing until second 20". Temporal clipping is represented by the identifier t, and specified as
an interval with a begin and an end time (or an in-point and an out-point, in video editing terms). If either or both are
omitted, the begin time defaults to 0 second and the end time defaults to the end of the entire media resource. The time
units that can be used are Normal Play Time (npt), real-world clock time (clock), and SMPTE timecodes. The time format
is specified by name, followed by a colon, with npt: being the default.
Spatial Axis. The spatial dimension denotes a specific spatial rectangle of pixels from the original media resource. The
rectangle can either be specified as pixel coordinates or percentages. A rectangular selection is represented by the identifier
xywh, and the values are specified by an optional format pixel or percent: (defaulting to pixel) and four comma-separated
integers. These integers denote the top left corner coordinate (x,y) of the rectangle, its width and its height. If percent is
used, x and width should be interpreted as a percentage of the width of the original media, and y and height should be
interpreted as a percentage of the original height.
Track Axis. The track dimension denotes one or multiple tracks, such as "the English audio track" from a media container
that supports multiple tracks (audio, video, subtitles, etc). Track selection is represented by the identifier track, which has
a string as a value. Multiple tracks are identified by multiple name/value pairs. Note that the interpretation of such track
names depends on the container format of the original media resource as some formats only allow numbers, whereas
others allow full names.
Named Axis. The named dimension denotes a named section of the original media, such as "chapter 2". It is in fact a
semantic replacement for addressing any range along the aforementioned temporal axis. Name-based selection is
represented by the identifier id, with again the value being a string. Percent-encoding can be used in the string to include
unsafe characters (such as a single quote). Interpretation of such strings depends on the container format of the original
media resource. As with track selection, determining which names are valid requires knowledge of the original media
resource and its media container format.
Combined Dimensions. As the temporal, spatial, and track dimensions are logically independent, they can be combined
where the outcome is also independent of the order of the dimensions. As such, the following fragments should be byteidentical:
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http://example.com/video.ogv#t=10,20&track=vid&xywh=pixel:0,0,320,240
http://example.com/video.ogv#track=vid&xywh=0,0,320,240&t=npt:10,20
http://example.com/video.ogv#xywh=0,0,320,240&t=smpte:0:00:10,0:00:20&track=vid

Use Cases
Tim does a keyword search on a video search service. That keyword is found in several videos in the search service's
collection and it relates to clips inside the videos that appear at a time offset. Tim would like the search result to point him
to just these media fragments so he can watch the relevant clips rather than having to watch the full videos and manually
scroll for the relevant clips.
Silvia has a deaf friend, Elaine, who would like to watch the holiday videos that Silvia is publishing on her website. Silvia
has created subtitle tracks for her videos (e.g. in WebVTT) and also a segmentation in chapters with unique identifiers on
the clips that she describes. The clips were formed based on locations that Silvia has visited. In this way, Elaine is able to
watch the videos by going through the clips and reading the subtitles for those clips that she is interested in. She watches
the sections on Korea, Australia, and France, but jumps over the ones of Great Britain and Holland.
Yves is a busy person. He doesn't have time to attend all meetings that he is supposed to attend. He also uses his mobile
device for accessing Web resources while traveling, to make the most of his time. Some of the recent meetings that Yves
was supposed to attend have been recorded and published on the Web. A colleague points out to Yves in an email which
sections of the meetings he should watch. While on his next trip, Yves goes back to this email and watches the highlighted
sections by simply clicking on them. The various clips are played sequentially in a sort of jukebox.
Additional use cases are described in http://www.w3.org/TR/media-frags-reqs/
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Method
In a well-known context where the MIME TYPE of the resource requested is known, various recipes are proposed
depending on the dimension addressed in the media fragment URI, the container and codec formats used by the media
resource, or some advanced processing features implemented by the User Agent. Hence, if the container format of the
media resource is fully indexable (e.g. MP4, Ogg or WebM) and if the time dimension is requested in the media fragment
URI, the User Agent will be in a position of issuing directly a normal RANGE request expressed in terms of byte ranges.
On the other hand, if the container format of the media resource is a legacy format such as AVI, the Use Agent MAY
privilege to issue a RANGE request expressed with a custom unit such as seconds and waiting for the server to provide
the mapping in terms of byte ranges (Figure 4).

Figure 4: 4-ways handshake between a server and a user agent
The User Agent MAY also implement a so-called optimistic processing of URI fragments in particular cases where the
MIME TYPE of the resource requested is not yet known. Hence, if a URL fragment occurs within a particular context
such as the value of the @src attribute of a media element (audio, video or source) and if the time dimension is requested
in the media fragment URI, the User Agent MAY issue directly a range request using custom units assuming that the
resource requested is likely to be a media resource. If the MIME-type of this resource turns out to be a media type, the
server SHOULD interpret the RANGE request. Otherwise it SHOULD just ignore the RANGE header (Figure 5).

Figure 5: 2-ways handshake between a server and a user agent
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Tools
Media Fragments URI Clients: a broad range of clients are capable of parsing and rendering media fragments URI.
Those can be categorized into web browsers, custom HTML5 players or what is called polyfill libraries






Web browsers supporting natively (at least partially) the Media Fragment URI specification:
o

Firefox (since version 9, version 28 as of April 2014)

o

Safari (since Jan 2012, announcement)

o

Chrome (since Jan 2012, announcement)

Custom HTML5 players (non exhaustive list):
o

Ligne de Temps: http://ldt.iri.centrepompidou.fr/ldtplatform/ldt/

o

Media Fragments Enricher (MFE): http://mfe.synote.org/mfe/

Javascript Libraries (or Polyfill):
o

mediafragment.js:
https://github.com/tomayac/Media-Fragments-URI

o

xywh.js: https://github.com/tomayac/xywh.js

Media Fragments URI Servers: two different type of servers are being developed for demonstrating the capabilities of
media fragments URI addressing and retrieval. One is based on Node.js while the other, Ninsuna, is a JAVA application.
Nisuna Media Delivery1 is a Model-driven media platform for multimedia content adaptation and delivery. Its basic design
is inspired by the principles of XML-driven content adaptation techniques, while its final design and the implementation
thereof are based on Semantic Web technologies such as the Resource Description Framework (RDF), Web Ontology
Language (OWL), and SPARQL Protocol And RDF Query Language (SPARQL). On the server side, both the time and
track fragment axes are supported by the media delivery platform. Media segments can be requested by using the query
parameter and/or through the HTTP range header. Also, no transcoding is applied to create the media segments; more
specifically, all segments are extracted from the original media resource. In addition, Ninsuna provides a W3C Media
Fragments Validation Service, which allows external tools and users to syntactically validate Media Fragment URIs 1.0.
This media fragments parser and validator is also available as a standalone Java program: MFV.jar 2. Its usage is as simple
as run the command: java -jar MFV.jar <mediafragment>.

In addition, the major video sharing platforms have partial support for the Media Fragment URI specification, often just
differing from a slightly different syntax. A thorough study of these platforms has been performed by Yunjia Li (Table
1).

Table 1: Media Fragment syntax supported in different video sharing platforms
Host

Example url

56.com

Fragment
variable

http://www.56.com/u92/v_OTgwMTk4NDk.html#st=737
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xjwusq&start=120 (is this a bug?) "start" query in
Dailymotion
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xjwusq?start=120
seconds
Viddler
http://www.viddler.com/v/bb2a72e9?offset=12.083&secret=32758627
"offset" query in

1
2

http://ninsuna.elis.ugent.be/ModelDrivenMediaDelivery
http://ninsuna.elis.ugent.be/MFValidationService/resources/MFV.jar
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Vimeo
Tudou
Youku

YouTube

seconds
http://vimeo.com/812027#t=214
"t" query or
http://vimeo.com/812027?t=214
hash in seconds
"lvt" query in
http://www.tudou.com/listplay/H9hyQbAj4NM/2tzZHTtq4GA.html?lvt=30
seconds
"firsttime"
http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNjE2OTQ0MTI4.html?ev=5&firsttime=147 query
in
seconds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wm15rvkifPc#t=120
"t" query or
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wm15rvkifPc?t=120
hash in seconds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wm15rvkifPc&t=1h9m20s
or DDhDDmDDs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wm15rvkifPc#t=1h9m20s
format

Those video web sites are more or less popular, so let's consider the number of page views for each of those video sharing
platforms according to http://www.websiteoutlook.com/. It shows how many videos, which users actually watch, can be
further exposed by media fragments and furthermore, could be shared via social media, indexed by search engines and
even linked to named entities at the fragment level.

Figure 6: Percentage of video which are media fragments ready according to their audience
From the Figure 6, we can see that only 12.2% of video views are potentially not yet media fragments ready. This
information can be interpreted in several ways:
 An end-user that wants to share only a part of a video with his friends has 90% chance of being able to do it.
 Most videos that we watched can be further indexed at the fragment level. This new SEO possibility will definitely
bring more traffic to websites whoever implement it.
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Usage and Deployment
We conducted a short analysis on Twitter in December 2013 to estimate how spread was the sharing action of media
fragments URIs. Theoretically, any URL shared on Twitter could be a media fragment URI and ideally, one should
monitor the twitter stream and check for each message whether a media fragment URI is included or not. However, this
method is not realistic since it is difficult to automatically decide whether a URL in a message is a media fragment URI
or not. Actually, some URLs may use a similar syntax while having nothing to do with media fragments (false positive
cases), for example, http://www.example.org/1234#t=23. Consequently, we developed a program that monitors the twitter
stream and looks for media fragments URI but restricted to links that point to one of 59 domain addresses that correspond
to well-known web sites for sharing video content.
We run this crawling programme for 50 hours (from 12:00:00 GMT, 22nd Dec, 2013 to 14:00:00 GMT, 24 Dec, 2013)
with the filter phrase "youtube, dailymotion, vimeo, vbox7, viddler". During those 50 hours, the
crawler analyzed 5,779,858 Tweets, in which 5,269,742 Tweets include one or more URLs. A media fragment URI parser
has been developed for detecting the media fragments encoded in those URLs. In total, there were 5,483,668 URLs
processed out of which 32,796 URLs are valid media fragment URIs and 32,754 Tweets contain valid media fragment
URIs. This means that only 0.6% of the video URLs shared from those websites via Twitter are media fragment URIs but
this still represents an important volume.
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Licensing and Contact
For more information and access to the tools described in this chapter, please refer to the table below.

Tool

Link (URL)

Contact person

Mediafragment.js

https://github.com/tomay Thomas Steiner,
ac/Media-Fragmentstomac@google.com
URI

CC0 1.0 Universal

xywh.js

https://github.com/tomay Thomas Steiner,
ac/xywh.js
tomac@google.com

CC0 1.0 Universal

Mediafragmentsloose.js

https://github.com/yunjia Yunjia Li,
li/Media-Fragmentsyl2@ecs.soton.ac.uk
URI-Loose

CC0 1.0 Universal

Media Fragment Player https://github.com/yunjia Yunjia Li,
li/Media-Fragmentyl2@ecs.soton.ac.uk
Player
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4.2

Media Fragment Creation

Author: Ch. Collyda, E.Mavridaki, V. Mezaris - CERTH, Greece, email: bmezaris@iti.gr
Starting from a video file, media fragment creation is the process of identifying different parts of the video (i.e., fragments)
that each one has some specific meaning by itself, and therefore could be re-used independently of the rest of the video.
Media fragments can be temporal, in which case we call them shots, scenes or stories, depending on how these fragments
were defined and detected, or even spatio-temporal, e.g., corresponding to a specific object that appears in a video shot.
Typically, media fragment creation is achieved by applying a combination of analysis technologies to the video, which
include feature extraction for video representation, feature transformation, and supervised learning as well as other
machine learning techniques.
In general, video analysis is a well-studied area, and over the years a huge variety of techniques for video content analysis
have appeared in the relevant literature. In this section, CERTH highlights implementations of analysis techniques that
support four core analysis and annotation functionalities: video shot segmentation, scene segmentation, video concept
detection, and video object re-detection.
Video shot segmentation and scene segmentation is the key enabling technology for automatically generating temporal
video fragments, which can then be automatically annotated with concepts and thus become searchable with the use of
video concept detection techniques. Object re-detection, on the other hand, is the key to the automatic or semi-automatic
creation of meaningful spatio-temporal fragments, corresponding to distinct real-life objects that are depicted in the video.
The overall scope for the media fragment creation is to transform whole videos to sets of meaningful, indexable and reusable video fragments.
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Purpose
Shot Segmentation
Video shot segmentation is the cornerstone of multiple video analysis applications, as it is the process where the most
elementary temporal video fragments are created. The main aim of video shot segmentation is to partition the entire video
to elementary video segments, called shots. A shot is a set of consecutive frames captured without interruption by a single
camera.
Shot changes may occur in two main ways: the abrupt and the gradual transition. An abrupt transition occurs when the
last frame from one shot is followed by the first frame from the next shot and their visual content has noticeable
differences. On the other hand, a gradual transition occurs when the change from the one shot to the other is done over a
series of frames, which possibly depicts a combination of two consecutive shots. There is a variety of editing techniques
for gradual transitions including fade-in, fade-out, dissolving, wiping etc. An example of video shot segmentation results
for a gradual transition is represented in Figure 7.
It is clear that shot segmentation produces temporal video fragments contiguous in time and in visual content, each shot
is a self-contained piece of visual information, which contains significant information about specific events or concepts
that occur in a video. A detailed review of the current state-of-the-art in the area of shot segmentation can be found in
[CNI06] and [SJN03].

Figure 7: Video Shot Segmentation example for Gradual transition
Scene Segmentation
Video scene segmentation is the decomposition of a video into semantic temporal fragments, which are called scenes. A
video stream can be represented by shots, which are individual frames continuously captured from the same camera, or
by semantically related shots grouped into scenes. A scene is a group of consecutive shots, which are defined by a specific
dramatic event.
Video scene segmentation has attracted considerable research attention because it is an essential pre-processing task in
video structure analysis. A scene captures one complete semantic unit of action and then the entire video can be partitioned
into subsequences of interest to the user. For instance, scene segmentation method can be useful in the partition of a
television video into semantic subsections and distinguish the commercial advertisements from the basic flow of television
program. A detailed review of the current state of the art in the area of shot segmentation can be found in [FB13].
Video Concept Detection
With the increasing amount of videos distributed over Internet, extensive research efforts have been dedicated to contentbased video retrieval. Video concept detection aims to automatically detect whether a semantic concept (e.g., car, human,
building) exists in video streams or in the elementary temporal video fragments created by shot segmentation.
The detection of high-level concepts within a video is one of the most important tasks of video analysis. Due to the rapidly
growing amount of audiovisual content, this appealing problem has attracted a lot of interest within the multimedia
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community, since high-level concepts detected from videos could be used for facilitating tasks such as video similarity
evaluation and multimedia indexing and retrieval. After the video is decomposed into shots, several feature extraction
techniques are used to exploit their visual, temporal and audio information in order to perform concept detection and
consequently to extract information about their semantic content. This is an important step for enabling the subsequent
organization and retrieval of videos according to their content. A detailed review of the current state of the art in this area
can be found in [TREC12] where several related publications are included.
Object Re-Detection
Object re-detection can be seen as a particular case of image matching, aiming at finding occurrences of a specific object
throughout a single video or a collection of videos. To achieve that, an object re-detection algorithm takes as input an
image that depicts the object of interest and tries to find instances of the object in different pieces of the video. Moreover,
if the object of interest has been annotated with an appropriate label, this object re-detection procedure could assign this
label to the detected re-appearances, thus providing a tool for instance-level annotation of the video.
Based on this, object re-detection is one of the key technologies for the effective identification and instance-level
annotation of object-specific temporal and spatiotemporal video fragments that have very similar content in the video.
Figure 8 indicates an example of object re-detection results on a few indicative frames. A detailed review of the current
state of the art in the area of object re-detection can be found in [PRWG07].

Figure 8: Video Object Re-Detection, [MMX13]
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Method
Shot Segmentation
The MediaMixer-promoted shot segmentation method is based on the algorithm presented in [TMK08]. Generally, this
approach achieves both abrupt and gradual transition detection exploiting visual information of frames and using Support
Vector Machines (SVM) classification. The visual information is derived from color histogram analysis techniques (such
as Macbeth color palette and color coherence vectors) and from luminance histogram analysis.
In particular, the video stream is decompressed into frames and each frame is represented by a color histogram and its
luminance center of gravity, which express the spatial distribution of pixel intensity. Thereafter, the distance between
pairs of consecutive and non-consecutive frames is estimated and forms the input to a SVM classifier. The SVM output
denotes whether the specific frame is a shot boundary or not. Finally, there is an additional processing of the shot
segmentation results in order to detect and correct the shot boundary classification errors that are caused by the presence
of flash-lights. The workflow of the video shot segmentation process is presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: MediaMixer Video Shot Segmentation method
Scene Segmentation
The MediaMixer video scene segmentation implementation is based on the method presented in [SMK11]. This work
proposes an audio-visual extension of the Scene Transition Graph (STG) and uses a probabilistic model to estimate a
confidence value that indicates whether a shot boundary is also a scene boundary or not. This scene segmentation method
exploits four different feature sets including, low-level visual features (HSV histogram), a number of visual concept
detectors, a variety of audio features (e.g., background conditions, speaker ID histogram) and a number of audio event
concept detectors.
In particular, the MediaMixer-promoted scene segmentation method takes as input a video stream and the results of the
shot segmentation and extracts, for each shot, the low-level visual features. A number of STGs is created for the HSV
histogram features and the algorithm uses them to compare each shot key-frame with the four previous and the four
subsequent key-frames. Therefore, a scene is defined by the shots, that are most likely to have relative audio-visual
content, and a confidence value is estimated for each shot boundary expressing the probability of this also being a scene
boundary. The implementation of the scene segmentation can be further extended and perform scene detection taking into
consideration the high level audio-visual features mentioned above (e.g., visual concept detectors, audio event detectors
etc.). Figure 10 depicts the workflow of the MediaMixer-scene segmentation method
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Figure 10: MediaMixer Video Scene Segmentation method
Video Concept Detection
The MediaMixer-promoted video concept detection method is presented in [SMK13]. Generally, the method uses both
traditional key-frames and video tomographs and exploits state of the art techniques for feature extraction (e.g. SIFT and
color variants of it), feature representation (Bag of words, spatial pyramids) and machine learning. Just like any video
concept detection method require training on ground-truth concept annotated corpora. Besides the input of the video, the
method uses also the results from the shot segmentation method.
Specifically, the input video stream is decomposed into shot key-frames and a pyramidal decomposition is employed for
each of them. Each band of the key-frames is represented by a feature vector of low-level visual features which are
described by the SIFT algorithm and two extensions of it. Afterwards, for these features a hard and soft assignment to
visual words is performed forming the final feature vectors. Finally, these vectors constitute the input of a linear SVM
classifier, which provides the results of the concept detection.
Video concept detection method uses linear SVMs to minimize the computational cost at the expense of high accuracy.
This method has been tested on large datasets and hundreds of concepts. The experimental evaluation of the use of video
tomographs as an additional sampling strategy showed that the exploitation of motion-related information is the key for
more accurate concept detection. Figure 11 depicts the MediaMixer video concept detection method step by step.
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Figure 11: MediaMixer Video Concept Detection method
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Object Re-Detection
The MediaMixer-promoted object re-detection method is presented in [AMK13]. The proposed method extends the
baseline approach by exploiting shot segmentation results, additional object samples and GPU processing resources. The
required input of the method includes the video stream, the sought object (the image that shows the object of interest) and
the results from the shot segmentation method. The object of interest, as well as each shot key-frame of the video is
represented by the SURF descriptor, CERTH performs a matching technique (brute-force 2-nearest neighbor search) and
finally the RANSAC algorithm, which is used to filter-out the erroneously detected matches. If the sought object is
detected on one of the video key-frames, the algorithm also processes the rest frames of this shot and tries to detect and
demark the appearances of this object in corresponding frames.
The object re-detection method is fast (up to 2 orders of magnitude faster than baseline) and accurate and is based on the
extraction and matching of local descriptors. More specifically, aiming at real-time performance the implementation
accelerated some parts of the algorithm with GPU-based processing, and introduced a new structure-based sampling
technique that limits the number of video frames that have to be processed. Moreover, the method improves detection
accuracy by enhancing the algorithm’s robustness to scale variations using two additional automatically constructed
instances of the original image in the detection procedure. The experimental results show that the algorithm achieves high
levels of detection accuracy while the overall needed processing time makes the algorithm suitable for quick instancebased labelling of video and creation of object-based spatio-temporal fragments. Figure 12 depicts the framework of the
MediaMixer object re-detection method.
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Figure 12: MediaMixer Object Re-Detection method
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Tools
Shot Segmentation
The promoted video shot segmentation method (previous section) is a stand-alone software module. It takes as an input a
video stream in one of the formats supported by the ffmpeg utility like avi, mpeg, mp4, etc. (for more information about
the input formats please check the lists in http://www.ffmpeg.org/general.html#Supported-File-Formats_002c-Codecs-orFeatures) and provides the video shot boundaries performing both abrupt and gradual transition detection. The
implementation of this approach was in C++ and it was designed for both Microsoft Windows and Linux operating system.
This software module consists of a set of executable files, which are the only requirement for the implementation of the
video shot segmentation.
Scene Segmentation
The video scene segmentation implementation (previous section) has one main software module that exploits the lowlevel visual features and some extensions, which additionally use the high-level audio-visual detectors. For video scene
segmentation CERTH uses the main version of them, which requires the output provided by the shot segmentation
software. In particular, this approach takes as an input, besides the video, the shot boundaries detected by the
aforementioned shot segmentation technique, as well as the HSV histogram detectors, and provides a vector, which
contains the total times that each shot boundary was also identified as a scene boundary. The input video stream can be in
one of the supported video formats which are same as those supported by video shot segmentation (i.e., avi, mpeg, mp4,
etc.). This software module also consists of a set of executable files and the implementation of this approach was in C++,
designed for Microsoft Windows operating system.
Video Concept Detection
The promoted video concept detection method (previous section) is a stand-alone software module. It takes a video stream
as input, together with the results of video shot segmentation (previous section), so that concept detection can be performed
separately for every shot. Trained concept detectors exist for a number of concepts (e.g. you can see [MGS12] for a listing
of such concepts). In case one does not want to only use the already trained detectors, but also to train detectors for new
concepts, appropriate training data are also needed in the form of ground-truth annotations for these concepts. In the end,
the method returns the probabilities of the trained concepts for every shot. The supported video formats are the same as
those supported by the previous methods (i.e., avi, mpeg, mp4, etc.). The implementation of the presented method is in
C++ and Matlab and it was designed for Microsoft Windows. Therefore, video concept detection consists of both
executable and Matlab files and its execution time could be improved exploiting the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).
Object Re-Detection
The object re-detection method (previous section) is a stand-alone software module. It takes as input a video stream, an
image of a specific object of interest and the results of the shot segmentation analysis. The image is demarcated by the
user/editor in a video frame, and this is the object that we want to be re-detected throughout the video. If the object is
detected in a video key-frame, appearances of the object in consecutive or non-consecutive frames of the video are
automatically detected and highlighted appropriately with a bounding box. The supported video formats are the same as
those supported by the previous methods (i.e., avi, mpeg, mp4, etc.). The implementation of the presented method is in
C++ and Matlab and it was designed for Microsoft Windows. For the object re-detection process a single executable file
is produced and its execution time could be improved exploiting the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).
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Models/Formats
Shot segmentation
The output of the shot segmentation method is a text file with the boundaries of each shot expressed in terms of frames, a
folder where all video key-frames are included and a text file containing the HSV histogram descriptor of the video keyframes. In particular, regarding to the shot boundaries, the text file containing the shot segmentation results indicates the
number of the first frame, of the last frame and of three representative key-frames of the shot. The frame rate used to
decompose the video stream to individual frames is the precise frame rate of each video. The output of the shot
segmentation text file could also be available in XML format (e.g. following the ExMARaLDa format
http://www.exmaralda.org/en_index.html) in order to be compatible with the other media analysis technologies and be
easily adapted on various application programming interfaces (APIs). The XML file will indicate the real playtime of the
starting and ending shot boundaries.
Scene Segmentation
The output of the scene segmentation method is a simple text file containing a vector that in i-th row indicates the total
times that the i-th shot boundary was identified as a scene boundary. Afterwards, the selection of an appropriate threshold
value is required in order to define the final scene boundaries. For example, we can assume that all shot boundaries that
have been identified as scene boundaries more than five total times can be considered as the final scene boundaries. The
output of the scene segmentation text file could also be available in XML format (e.g. following the ExMARaLDa format)
in order to be compatible with the other media analysis technologies and be easily adapted on various application
programming interfaces (APIs). The XML file will indicate the real playtime of the starting and ending scene boundaries.
Video Concept Detection
The output of the video concept detection method is a simple text file with the probabilities that corresponds to the trained
concept detectors (output refers to every frame shot). The output of the video concept detection could also be available in
XML format (e.g. following the ExMARaLDa format) in order to be compatible with the other media analysis
technologies and be easily adapted on various application programming interfaces (APIs).
Object Re-Detection
The output of the object re-detection method, if an object is detected in the video frame, is a simple text file that contains
appropriate coordinates to demarcate the bounding box that will include the object of interest. The output of this method
could also be available in XML format (e.g. following the ExMARaLDa format) in order to be compatible with the other
media analysis technologies and be easily adapted on various application programming interfaces (APIs).
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MediaMixer demonstrators
Video shot segmentation and concept detection demonstrator
With the aim to create a standalone software module for video concept detection, CERTH developed the MediaMixer
demonstrator for the video shot segmentation and concept detection (Figure 13).
The demonstrator (http://multimedia.iti.gr/MediaMixer/demonstrator.html) illustrates the approach to detect concepts that
may be depicted in video shots. Given a non-annotated content item, a large number of previously trained visual concept
detectors are applied to it and their responses are used for representing the content item with a model vector in a highdimensional concept space. In the present version of the system, 37 visual concept detectors in total are used as part of
the proposed approach. The videos that the demonstrator uses are from videolectures.net.
This version is used only for demonstrating the overall concept of CERTH approach of high-level concept detection. The
videos were created using media fragment URI references with the new HTML5 video tag. The demonstrator is suitable
for use with Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome and the technologies it uses are: HTML5 with the help of JQuery v1.9.1,
JqPlot plotting and charting plug-in of JQuery.
Use case scenario: A student who studies at Bristol University wants to find the slides of some video lectures without
watching the whole presentation of the lecture. The Bristol University has a database that contains all the video lectures,
on which shot segmentation has been performed in order to obtain the shot key-frames. The thumbnails displayed on
demonstrator are for each shot the representative key-frame. Using the demonstrator he can easily and quickly select the
video lecture that he is interested in, display the video lecture partitioned into its shots and find the depicting slides. The
student can follow these steps:
1) By clicking “See all shots in the repository” all video lectures thumbnails of the Bristol University database are
displayed in a new window in temporal order. By clicking at any thumbnail the corresponding shot of the video
lecture is loaded.
2) By clicking “Show more shots for this video” the first 24 shots of the video lecture are displayed on the left of the
screen.
3) By clicking “See all shots for the selected video” all detected shots of the selected video are displayed in a new
window in temporal order. By clicking at any thumbnail depicting slides the corresponding shot of the video
lecture is loaded and the corresponding concept detection scores are displayed by using a media fragment player.
4) By sliding the player seeking bar forward or backwards from the displayed shot he can move at the previous or at
the next shot and watch one particular video part of his interest or even the whole video lecture.
Subsequently, the student wants also to find all lecture slides that depict charts and images. Using the demonstrator and
with the aim of the detected concepts “Slides_with_images” and “Slides_with_charts” he can retrieve the appropriate
information regarding the corresponding concepts. The student can follow these steps:
1) By selecting a video lecture shot of his interest from the repository, the demonstrator loads and displays it with
the corresponding concept detection scores by using a media fragment player.
2) By selecting the “show all” of the concept detection results all the concepts scores for the selected shot are
displayed in descending order according to the automatically detected degree of relevance. This tab depicts all
the detected visual concepts.
3) By clicking on the “Slides_with_images” or “Slides_with_charts” concept score bar the first 24 shots depicting
the selected concept are displayed on the left of the screen.
4) By clicking “See all Slides_with_images” or “See all Slides_with_charts” all video lectures shots depicting the
selected concept are displayed in a new window in descending order according to the automatically detected
degree of confidence. The top results include the truly relevant thumbnails while irrelevant key-frames are pushed
to the bottom of this ordered list. By clicking at any thumbnail the corresponding shot of the video lecture is
loaded.
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Figure 13: MediaMixer demonstrator for video shot segmentation and concept detection demonstrator
Image concept detection, quality assessment, clustering and metadata info demonstrator
With the aim to create a standalone software module for image concept detection, and several other general image analysis
techniques, CERTH developed the MediaMixer demonstrator for the image concept detection, quality assessment,
clustering and metadata info (Figure 14).
The demonstrator (http://multimedia.iti.gr/mediamixer_images/demonstrator.html) illustrates four new approaches:


detect concepts that may be depicted in image collections,



calculate quality measures that indicate the quality of an image,



organize the image collections into groups of similar images (clusters) and



display the metadata of the images.
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Given a non-annotated content item, a large number of previously trained visual concept detectors are applied to it and
their responses are used for representing the content item with a model vector in a high-dimensional concept space. In the
present version of the system, 60 visual concept detectors in total are used as part of the proposed approach. The image
collections that the demonstrator uses were provided by the Tagasauris team. They derived from Rogers Photo archive,
New York Times archive and Rex Features-News photography archive.
This version is used only for demonstrating the overall concept of CERTH approach of high-level concept detection. The
demonstrator uses HTML5 technology with the help of JQuery v1.9.1, JqPlot plotting and charting plug-in of JQuery and
is suitable for use with Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome.
Use case scenario: A journalist who works in New York Times is assigned by the newspaper to write a report about
beaches in general. Using the demonstrator he can easily and quickly display an image of his interest along with all
information regarding the image quality, the concept scores, the cluster that the image belongs to and the metadata info
of the image. Also for his report he can find all related images in descending order according to this specific concept
(beach). The journalist can follow these steps:
1) By selecting an image of his interest from the repository the demonstrator loads and displays the image with some
image analysis results, such as image quality assessment, concept detection scores, the cluster that the image is
contained in, all clusters constructed from the image collection that belongs to, and the metadata contained in
each image.
2) By selecting the “Concept detection” tab, all concepts scores for the selected image are displayed in descending
order according to the automatically detected degree of relevance.
3) By clicking “Show more images for this image collection” the first 24 images of the collection are displayed on
the left of the screen.
4) By clicking “See all images for the image collection” all images of the selected image collection are displayed in
a new window in temporal order. By clicking at any time on a thumbnail the corresponding image is loaded.
5) By selecting the concept detection tab the journalist can notice that all bars on the plot are clickable; and by
clicking one, the images more closely related to this concept are displayed on the left of the screen (journalist
example: beach). Alternatively the journalist can select a specific featured concept (journalist example: beach).
6) By selecting “Show all concept images” for this specific concept (journalist example: beach), all images from all
image collections are displayed in a new window in descending order according to the automatically detected
degree of confidence. The top results include the truly relevant images while irrelevant images are pushed to the
bottom of this ordered list.
The journalist wants also to write in his report more specifically about Sydney beaches. Using the demonstrator and the
help of the metadata info that includes the keyword “Sydney” he can select one beach image that he thinks is from Sydney
and then:
1) By selecting the metadata tab he can click the keyword “Sydney”. All images that include this specific keyword
are summarized and the first 24 images are displayed on the left of the screen.
2) By clicking “See all SYDNEY images” all images from all collections that include the keyword “Sydney” are
summarized and displayed in a temporal order. From this window the journalist has the ability to enrich his
metadata info about each specific image with a new keyword “Sydney-beach” so next time he wishes to search
something similar he can find it right away (in this version of the demonstrator this is not implemented for
security purposes).
In the end, for a beautiful illustration in his article he can select the image or images with the highest total quality by
following these steps:
1) By selecting the quality assessment tab to be visible he can then click on each beach image and select the one
with the highest score.
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Figure 14: MediaMixer demonstrator for image concept detection, quality assessment, clustering and metadata info
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Figure 15: MediaMixer demonstrator for video object redetection
With the aim to create a standalone software module for object redetection, CERTH developed the MediaMixer
demonstrator for video object redetection (Figure 15).
The demonstrator illustrates a new approach to detect objects that may be depicted in video shots (soon to be publicly
available under: http://multimedia.iti.gr/object_redetection/demonstrator.html).
The object redetection technique is fast (up to 2 orders of magnitude faster than baseline) and accurate and is based on the
extraction and matching of local descriptors. More specifically, aiming at real-time performance the implementation
accelerated some parts of the algorithm with GPU-based processing, and introduced a new structure-based sampling
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technique that limits the number of video frames that have to be processed. In the present version of the system, the videos
that the demonstrator uses were downloaded from Youtube with creative commons licensing.
This version is used only for demonstrating the overall concept of CERTH approach of high-level concept detection. The
videos were created using media fragment URI references with the new HTML5 video tag. The demonstrator is suitable
for use with Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome and the technologies it uses are: HTML5 with the help of JQuery v1.9.1,
JqPlot plotting and charting plug-in of JQuery.
Use case scenario: A journalist who works in BBC is assigned by the TV channel to cover a report about a specific
painting. He holds a large number of long collections from a certain museum and wants to find in which of them and
specifically in which video shot/shots the painting is mentioned and by this way avoid having to watch the whole
video/videos. Using the demonstrator he can easily and quickly load a video, on which shot segmentation has been
performed in order to obtain the shot key-frames, select the object of interest (journalist example: specific painting) and
if the object is detected on this specific video, appearances of the object in consecutive or non-consecutive frame shots of
the video to automatically detected and highlighted appropriately with a bounding box on video and in the timeline bar of
the video. This procedure can be repeated for all videos that are about the same topic (certain museum). More specifically
the journalist can follow for each video these steps:
1) By clicking “Please select a video form the list” he can select the video of interest.
2) By selecting the object of interest (in the same way as when selecting a region in an image) and right click, the
image will be snapped on the right of the screen.
3) By pressing “(Re)-detect object” the object will be redetected throughout the whole video.
4) An interactive timeline is then produced, which shows the shots where the object is detected with the dark blue
colour. By pressing in one of these blue regions the demonstrator loads the respective shot containing a
highlighted bounded box on the object of interest.
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Licensing
Shot Segmentation, Video Concept Detection and Object Re-Detection
Some parts of the method re-use open source or other publicly available software, while the rest is CERTH proprietary
software, which can be provided upon agreement between the applicant and CERTH3.
Scene Segmentation
The employed method is CERTH proprietary software, which can be provided upon agreement between the applicant and
CERTH3.

3

For further information please contact Dr. Vasileios Mezaris: bmezaris@iti.gr
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4.3

Media Fragment Description

Author: L. Nixon – MODUL, Austria, email:lyndon.nixon@modul.ac.at
While media assets could be fragmented in endless arbitrary ways, most use cases would expect that each media fragment
is distinctly different in a sense which is meaningful to the end customer. For example, a video frame could be fragmented
into spatial regions which each contain a distinct object or a video track could be fragmented into temporal regions which
each contain a distinct event. In other words, media is split into different fragments in order to separate out the distinct
concepts or topics which it contains. In order to be able to retrieve or re-assemble those fragments, the multimedia system
which stores and manages the fragments needs to have access to data about which concept or topic a fragment is
representing, which leads to the requirement for media fragment description.
Manual description of media assets by experienced annotators has long been the standard approach by media intensive
industries (those for whom the appropriate rediscovery of the archived media assets is of particular value, hence justifying
the high overhead cost of employing annotation staff). However, as media production and re-use becomes an activity
performed by any enterprise, a trade-off is emerging between the higher accuracy of manual annotation and the cheaper
production of (semi-)automatic descriptions of the media (based mostly on existing metadata and human input on the one
hand, but sometimes by low level feature analysis on the other4). The creation of media fragments for each media asset
adds a new complexity to the task of annotation, since now descriptions should not only capture the meaning of the whole
media asset but the distinct meaning of each fragment of that asset.
This report looks at solutions to the generation of descriptions of media fragments which will enable multimedia systems
to retrieve and re-assemble sets of fragments according to the concepts or topics they are representing. This covers the
following requirements, where for each we will consider current market solutions, their availability and their maturity:






Data schemas/models for descriptions of media fragments
Conceptual vocabularies for the reference to concepts or topics in media fragment descriptions
Manual annotation tools for the production of media fragment descriptions
Tools for generating media fragment descriptions from existing metadata and human input / use of
conceptual vocabularies in these tools
Tools for generating media fragment descriptions from low level media feature analysis / use of these
tools to support the manual annotation tasks

The techniques which are now applied not only to generate a description of the media asset but also to support the creation
of media fragments from it, see the chapter 7.2 in this same document “Media Fragment Creation”.
4
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Purpose
Enterprises are discovering the value of metadata for their media assets. Search and retrieval of non-textual content –
images and videos- could be done through analysis of feature similarity between media but queries are typically not based
on similarity to other media but by humans in terms of natural language queries for media representations of specific
concepts or topics (“Give me images of ...”). Basing retrieval on feature similarity fails in this regard since measured
similarity between features such as audio frequency or image colour map does not necessarily map to conceptual
similarity. Hence media metadata has tended to be captured in terms of textual descriptions, which can be matched to
user's textual queries. The most basic metadata system could be envisaged as the relationship of some text with individual
media assets, with text search retrieving media assets based on term marching within the text descriptions attached to
those assets. However, use cases in media search and retrieval have found that:
1. search for media assets may divide the search criteria along different, distinct characteristics of the media itself.
For example, the search may wish to restrict results to those created during a certain period, or by a specific
author, or from a certain source. Hence media descriptions must capture values of these different characteristics
and the media system perform searches applied to them which presupposes knowledge of how those
characteristics are identified within the media description. This leads to the definition of data schema and data
models for media description, such as the Dublin Core property set5. While more complex metadata models
may make the initial annotation task more effortful, they support richer, more precise searches.
2. differences in how the same term may be specified syntactically within a media description can lead to loss of
search precision in media systems. Typical examples are calendar system used (“18.04.13” or “2013/04/18” or
“18th April 2013”) or how names are entered (“Lyndon Nixon” or “Nixon, L.” or “Mr L.J. Nixon”). Such
differences in syntax need to be normalised, or at least a means provided to indicate that different syntactic
terms in a media description can be considered to be the same concept or topic. This presupposes a single,
referenceable identity for individual concepts or topics to which different syntactic constructs in a media
description can be applied, e.g. through normalisation to an agreed format.
3. use of natural language text in the media descriptions is more 'natural' for the human annotator but can produce
problems in search and retrieval for computer systems who are unable to deal with the ambiguities of human
language. Expert annotators who draw on an internalised domain vocabulary have been a solution in media
intensive industry, where also the searcher is equally an expert and able to formulate their query in the same
domain vocabulary. Now that the task of media description and subsequent query is becoming more generalised
– being a part of enterprises in any industry domain – these domain vocabularies need to be externalised and
used within annotation tools, so that produced annotations are tied to controlled terms where possible.
4. automated media descriptions fail to achieve the same level of accuracy as those created manually by human
experts. While adding descriptions to media fragments may be less time intensive than seeking to produce a
description of a full media asset, manual annotation remains cost intensive especially at growing scale 6. It is
clearly desirable for enterprises sitting on growing archives of media content to shift the annotation effort as
much as possible to automated solutions, which in turn increases the importance of automatic annotation
approaches need to become more accurate, e.g. by being trained with the enterprises own media assets. As a
corollary, manual annotation effort can be reduced by integrating media fragment description into the existing
media workflows and tools at the enterprise, extracting as much actionable knowledge as possible from existing
human inputs and activities as well as media features and automatically generated metadata, and reducing

http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/ Dublin Core properties are typically supported in Media Asset
Management systems.
6
Interesting approaches to tackle this include crowdsourcing the annotation work or clustering media assets by similarity so
that the annotation applied to one asset is “inherited” by all similar assets.
5
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human correction of descriptions to the minimum, e.g. prompting on an ambiguous term for a choice of
intended meanings.
The above issues are significant to justify the expense that is generated in introducing richer media fragment description
into a media workflow. There is both fixed and variable costs: the initial extension of existing media workflow tools to
include the generation of media fragment descriptions is the fixed cost (though subject to technology upgrades and
refinements over time too) while the continuous additional resources used to manually correct/check generated
descriptions acts as a variable cost. However, while costs can be reduced over time by improving the accuracy of the
automated results and reducing the resources needed in human correction of descriptions, as (fragments of) the media
assets of the enterprise become more easily retrieved and re-used - both internally and possibly across organisational
boundaries – it is the growing benefits, both tangible (e.g. resale of media fragments, lowered in-house media production
costs) and intangible (e.g. increased use of media in marketing material or that the re-use of media in user generated
remixes help the enterprise become more visible and strengthen its brand7), that will drive the investment in richer (stricter
data schema, more complex data models), more granular (fragment level) descriptions of organisational media assets.
Our use case partner VideoLectures.NET ) hosts more than 16.000 video lectures
from prominent universities and conferences mainly from natural and technical
sciences. Most lectures are 1 to 1.5h long linked with slides and enriched with
metadata and additional textual contents. Videolectures.NET is being visited by more
than 15.000 unique visitors from all over the world daily, which provides a very
efficient distribution and dissemination channel.
Visitors typically have limited time to find and watch the materials they want and the
topics they search for may be orthogonal to the materials themselves (be the subject
of different parts of multiple learning resources rather than the subject of a specific
complete learning resource). Visitors would benefit from easier and quicker access
to those different parts in the form of a single, integrated presentation of learning
materials.
For this, VideoLectures.NET needed to move from atomic descriptions of complete
video lectures – powering a search that only found matches on terms in lecture titles
and descriptions – to Media Fragment Descriptions of their material, so that user
search could discover distinct fragments of different lectures which share the same
topic.

Enterprises are coming slowly to the realisation that instead of protecting some of their media assets, it may be more
valuable to allow it to be re-used in UGC (user generated content), where an enterprise brand is strengthened by viral
distribution of an associated image or video snippet. There is „potential for a stealth campaign to gradually introduce
7

distinctive footage that encourages remixing“ ( http://www.hypebot.com/hypebot/2013/08/music-marketingwith-mixbit-exploit-the-oddities-expect-changes.html )
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Method
Media Fragment Description requires the production of media descriptions at fragment level during and after the media
asset's creation and ingestion into the media repository, and management of more structured metadata about each media
asset (fragment). Previous reports have covered the steps of Media Fragment Specification and Creation, so we assume
that the media assets have been fragmented and that their fragments are also registered in the media repository. There may
also be existing metadata which is describing the whole media asset. The methodology required to introduce Media
Fragment Description into the media workflow of the enterprise makes use of two distinct infrastructures:
 The data infrastructure, mainly back-end (repositories, databases), which is capable to collect, store and
expose for search and re-use functionality the media fragment descriptions, including the integration of
additional data services which complement the schemas and models used in those descriptions;
 The tools infrastructure, mainly front-end (whether user or system-facing), which are capable to gather
information about the media, convert it to media fragment description, and supply it to the data infrastructure.
A data infrastructure for Media Fragment Description presupposes a much stricter data schema and much richer data
model for the descriptions than lightweight media metadata like Dublin Core. Data generated according to these schema
and models will be rendered more precise through the use of externalised domain vocabularies and agreed identity
schemes for the concepts the fragments are annotated with. The infrastructure must be capable to enforce (validate) the
schema and models and incorporate the foreseen vocabularies and identification schemes, which may be external to the
organisation and thus need to be securely integrated as part of the media fragment description workflow and/or
cached/replicated internally.
While stricter schematic rules (e.g. date format) could be enforced with specifications like XML Schema, and the resulting
XML serialised descriptions stored if desired in specialised XML databases, XML as a data model has not proven adequate
for the semantic description (= description of the meaning) of media. For example, different XML documents (in terms
of content) can describe the same media resource in the same way – yet differences that have no relevance to the semantic
of the media description like the ordering of XML elements can impact on the results of document queries [MM04].
Thus the W3C specification Resource Description Framework (RDF) 8 is preferred as a data model as it is graph based (in
its core, a subject resource is connected to an object resource via a property resource, and as each RDF statement is of the
form “subject-property-object”, they are often referred to as 'triples') and different syntactic RDF documents (which can
use different serialisations, including XML, for storage and document exchange) can still be parsed to the (semantically)
same RDF graph. XML Schema can be used within RDF, which is important since object resources (values of properties)
may still require syntactic constraints, but RDF introduces as well semantic constraints, i.e. resources can be typed (as
anything) and constraints defined for types (in RDF Schema 9).
For example, one media file could be typed as Slideset and another typed as Video and the schema could enforce that
every Video has at most one associated Slideset. Queries can be constructed like “which videos do not have a slideset”,
while an attempt to apply two Slidesets to a single video would result in a validation error.

8
9

http://www.w3.org/RDF/
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
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For using RDF, off the shelf RDF repositories (a.k.a. “triple stores”) are available where data can be inserted, queried and
manipulated, as well as validated against a provided RDF schema 10. Fragment descriptions can be stored separately from
the media itself, since the reference can be made via media locators in the descriptions which conform to digital identifiers
in the media repository. The schema used in the RDF descriptions will need to include the concept type of Media
Fragments, and allow associating fragments to the containing media asset (or Media Resource) (and possibly intermediate
granularities) as well as annotating them with the concepts they are seen as being representative of. This can be illustrated
in a simple graph structure, see Figure 16, which represents the minimal semantic expressiveness of a RDF model for
Media Fragment Description.

Figure 16: Media Fragment Description RDF model

As a specification intended for integration with the global Web infrastructure, RDF uses URIs (Universal Resource
Indicators) as the identifier syntax for concepts in RDF documents. This has the advantage of allowing organisations
minting new identities to use their own, already universally unique, domain name as a namespace for the concept URIs.
It has also developed as a good practise to make available some human or machine readable documentation at that URI
so that any human or machine who encounters that identifier can determine something about what it is intending to
represent.
Since typically the annotations of media fragments will make use of concepts which are generally recognised by humans
across organisations in their domain, the re-use of domain vocabularies with agreed identifiers for concepts is another
advantage of RDF. As soon as the vocabulary is published online and uses URIs to identify concepts, those URIs can be
re-used in others' RDF descriptions and their intended meaning proofed by humans or machines by parsing the information
published at the URI itself (in HTML for human consumption and RDF for machine consumption). This set of principles
around RDF and URIs has become known as Linked Data11.
While more domain specific vocabularies are available in RDF (e.g. GeoNames for geographical information) a
commonly re-used vocabulary is the RDF-ization of Wikipedia, known as DBPedia, which provides for every concept
which has a Wikipedia article an unique DBPedia URI from which human or machine readable information is available

10
11

https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/Category:Triple_Store

http://linkeddata.org/ has the definitive list of tutorials and guides to the subject of Linked Data
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to confirm the intended meaning of the concept, e.g. if we need to refer to “Apple”:
“The apple is the pomaceous fruit of the apple tree, species Malus domestica in the rose family (Rosaceae).”
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple) → http://dbpedia.org/resource/Apple
“Apple Inc., formerly Apple Computer, Inc., is an American multinational corporation headquartered in Cupertino,
California” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple_Inc) → http://dbpedia.org/resource/Apple_Inc
The choice of appropriate vocabularies for identification of concepts in annotations is important on several levels. While
an internal, proprietary identification scheme could be used, existing tools for describing media assets – as well as other
tools in the media fragment workflow – could also support choosing concepts from known online vocabularies such as
DBPedia.
Since the vocabularies are available online and use URIs within their own, unique, namespace, they provide a guarantee
of shared meaning in the identifier used – also across different applications – where its intended meaning can be easily
checked via the URI itself. Finally, these shared, online vocabularies provide more than just an identifier scheme. Concepts
are tied to an underlying knowledge model (often called 'ontology'), e.g. all DBPedia concepts are typed and those types
are also organised into taxonomic models such that more specific and general types can be found, and concepts of those
types identified.
The published information about concepts often includes more metadata about the concept itself, e.g. DBPedia will
provide for concepts of type PopulatedPlace values for properties like urban area, population, elevation, long/lat
coordinates or the date established. Hence search over the fragment descriptions can be supported by integrating
additionally this extra metadata within the RDF store, so that fragments annotated with cities could now be found by
queries like “show me places with more than 5 million inhabitants” or “show me videos shot before 1910 of places
established after 1900”.
Since this approach relies on external, online sources, the data can also typically be replicated within a local data store –
also just partially (e.g. only metadata for DBPedia concepts of a certain type) – and synchronized at different intervals if
necessary. Another issue for re-use of vocabularies like DBPedia is that the data is not always consistent or correct (it is
extracted automatically from the Wikipedia articles), but RDF also allows for the maintenance of an internal, curated RDF
vocabulary which can be linked out to external vocabularies like DBPedia, so that curated data can be preferred in the
media system but still fall back to external sources when necessary.
The tool infrastructure for Media Fragment Description needs to be both integrated with the existing media systems and
with the Linked Data infrastructure discussed above. The automatic capture of relevant information about the media
fragment, its conversion to the Media Fragment Description model and storage into that data infrastructure should first
and foremost be hidden from the human user, and can be based on the extension of existing systems with components
which can access data being passed within the system.
Since this data may take different formats and have differing levels of ambiguity, different wrappers are required for RDF
production and will vary from fully automatic (where the original data is well defined and the resulting annotation can be
considered to be accurate) to fully manual (where human oversight is necessary to ensure the correct annotation). Such
wrappers need to be plugged in too at human data input points, since this is both where ambiguity can arise (e.g. in natural
language descriptions or tags) and can be avoided (e.g. in that the user interface prompts the user to use terms from a
controlled vocabulary). Tools will disambiguate the determined concepts for annotating the subject media fragment by
using URIs from agreed vocabularies – often DBPedia is a default choice for this, model the description in RDF and be
able to push the description to a RDF repository.
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For VideoLectures.NET it was important not to have to invest in a completely new
infrastructure. Instead, the data infrastructure was extended with a metadata repository
(Sesame) to store the RDF descriptions of the video lecture fragments. This complements
the existing text indexes of the video lectures and the media asset repository where the
videos are stored with associated data (e.g. transcripts).
The RDF production is handled by a combination of several analysis services. A script on
the media asset repository could call these services with references to the respective data
for analysis when a new media asset is added in VideoLectures.
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Tools
Media Fragment Descriptions can be generated by any tool capable of processing a suitable input (either the media asset
(metadata) itself or an UI to a human who knows the media asset (metadata)) and generate from it an appropriate RDF
description which could be saved to a RDF repository. However here we do not, for example, look at generic RDF creation
tools, which require an understanding of the chosen RDF data model and semantics12. Rather, our interest is in a tool set
which can allow companies with media assets (which have already been fragmented) to produce accurate semantic
descriptions of their media fragments at minimal effort and cost. There are two types of tool to consider here:
1. those which can be integrated within existing media systems, wrapping internal data flows;
2. those which allow media systems user to check, correct and complete fragment descriptions.
1. Wrapping internal data flows
While the means of association of metadata with media in a media workflow can be workflow specific, there are two types
of metadata creation and association, which generally occur in acquiring and managing media assets. Media at the point
of creation may already store some metadata associated with it. If an organisation is not the creator of the media, then
they are dependent on the creation metadata which is provided, e.g. a typical example of this is the camera settings,
date/time or GPS information stored by digital cameras with photos, which can then be seen again in photo software or
online photo sites13. Another set of metadata may be generated at the time of ingestion of media assets into a repository,
e.g. a human editor may add title, description, keywords etc. At scale, it is likely media assets are loaded automatically
into repositories with little to no additional human annotation, and possibly only at the point of selection and intended use
that a human editor will add some useable metadata to the asset to aid its future retrieval or further re-use. As such,
metadata for these types of tools may be limited, yet the leveraging of existing metadata to create initial fragment
descriptions is always beneficial, to reduce the remaining cost and effort needed by a human annotator when checking
and completing descriptions in specialised annotation tools.
Metadata mappings from a CMS
In the ConnectME project (www.connectme.at) media fragment descriptions were generated out of industry partners
existing media Content Management Systems (CMS): in one case, a proprietary CMS capable of exporting the humaninput video metadata in the mediaRSS format; in the other, a Drupal CMS used as media repository extended by a
specialised RDF export module for the media metadata. The below screenshot (Figure 17) shows the extended proprietary
CMS, where the legacy metadata fields filled in by the media channel owner (title, description, keywords for example)
are complemented by a “Start Video Annotation Tool” button.

e.g. https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/Category:RDF_Generator lists different tools and APIs which extract RDF from a
Website or database structure. These require initial configuration with a mapping from the underlying structure to the RDF
vocabulary.
13
A short overview can be found at http://graphicssoft.about.com/od/glossary/f/metadata.htm
12
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Figure 17: Media description integrated into CMS (courtesy Yoovis GmbH, yoovis.at)
When the button is pressed, the metadata in the proprietary CMS for this media asset is published to an API on the
metadata repository using the mediaRSS format. An internal script on the repository side maps the mediaRSS information
into RDF metadata (see below). In the case of Drupal, a dedicated RDF Module 14 is used to write Drupal node data into
a RDF model and then a dedicated Publishing Module15 for the metadata repository is able to publish this RDF to Linked
Media Framework, which is being used as media metadata repository.
Which CMS?
Drupal is currently to be preferred as media CMS due to the support for RDF which is built in to the software
since Drupal 7. The core module outputs a version of RDF that can be embedded inside the HTML webpage
(RDFa), there are separate tools to extract the RDFa and convert it into another RDF serialisation which can
also be added to the Drupal installation. There are also means to add REST support to Drupal so that e.g.
RDF can be exported via HTTP to another application. It fits well with metadata repositories which support
RESTful endpoints.
Other CMS may only support differing data models for their data export, necessitating an additional wrapper
to be implemented on either the CMS (if extendible) or repository side (or even in-between) to map this into
the RDF model for the repository.

14
15

https://drupal.org/project/rdfx
https://code.google.com/p/lmf/wiki/DrupalModule
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Which metadata repository?
The choice of repository is free to the implementer, all support different types of APIs for importing RDF
from another application but we suggest support for REST should be preferred. This is a simple Web-friendly
specification of Web service interfaces using HTTP, so that the data exported from the CMS can be (HTTP)
POSTed to the repositories REST Web interface.
Linked Media Framework (LMF) was preferred due to its support for handling media metadata – while
metadata stores generally just contain references to the content being described (e.g. via an URL for online
content or some other DOI for content in a media asset management system) LMF allows for the media
content itself to be stored together with the metadata and supports content negotiation on the media content
URL to allow applications to request either the media itself or its metadata using only the known URL
(something its developers have called part of the 'Linked Media principles'16)
The Linked Data repository part of LMF is now being further developed by Apache as Marmotta
(http://marmotta.apache.org/), which will include support for queries over Media Fragment Descriptions
which recognise Media Fragment URIs (SPARQL-MM), e.g. ask for fragments before, after or contained in
other fragments17.

In both cases, the mappings make use of two relevant means to generate an initial media (fragment) description, and as
such can serve as a template for any organisations development of mappings for the internal media data in their systems.
As seen in the examples above, further decisions to consider are whether mappings can be performed within the media
management system or metadata repository or must be “wrapped” by an external service/script – modularly extendible
CMS like Drupal or metadata repositories like Linked Media Framework help ensure this runs well integrated to existing
data flows – as well as how the various systems can communicate with one another – we benefit from the use of media
repositories and metadata repositories with flexible APIs for external applications supporting both data input and output.
(a) Define mappings to property-values. Original media data often contains information of the form “property-value”,
regardless of in which data model and schema this is stored (database tables, CSV, XML etc.), e.g. image dimensions or
video duration. These can be mapped directly onto properties of the RDF schema for the media fragment description,
whereas the property value may need some transformation to be consistent in the new RDF model. However, since RDF
does explicitly model “property-value” relations in its data model and data processing benefits from a consistent usage of
property value syntax, this conversion to a normalised RDF format is highly beneficial for the data re-use, in whatever
context. Usually such property mappings can only apply to the media asset as a whole since original media data generally
only recognises the whole asset.
Mapping tables for the most common media data schema can be found at
http://www.w3.org/TR/mediaont-10/
Mappings could be implemented in any scripting language able to access the original media data in its provided schema
(DB, CSV, XML etc.), and output property-value pairs (while a RDF API for writing to a RDF model or directly
publishing to the RDF store is obviously best18). Typically some data type manipulation is needed so this should be

https://code.google.com/p/lmf/wiki/PrinciplesLinkedMedia
See the Sample Queries at http://demos.mico-project.eu/sparql-mm/sparql-mm/demo/index.html
18
https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/Category:API
16
17
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determined in advance that the scripting language can handle this requirement efficiently. Such a mapping script can be
installed just after the insertion of media data into a system so that an initial media description is written to the media
metadata store.
(b) Extract entities for the media fragments. Some of the available media metadata may be usable for describing the
media at the fragment level but this mapping is slightly more complex than defining property-value pairs. Usually titles,
descriptions, keywords and so on have as value longer strings where the direct mapping to RDF does not add any new
information about the media. However from those strings entities may be identified that can be considered 'relevant' to
the media item. By identifying entities using URIs from Linked Data vocabularies, media systems can benefit from the
additional information about those entities that is available and machine-processable via those URIs. So instead of just
having a video whose title is “Obama meets Merkel at the UN”, we could have a RDF description also annotating the
video with the concepts of Barack Obama, Angela Merkel and the United Nations. Now a video search can use concept
meaning in finding a video rather than just string matching , e.g. a query like “videos where US Presidents and German
Chancellors meet” can now be answered by using the concept typing (which is given in the Linked Data) to match this to
the concepts of Obama and Merkel. To perform this entity extraction, external services can be called with the string as
input and return the found entities. Of benefit to the media fragment description, there are some file inputs where temporal
information is also attached to text fragments, so that an entity extraction service for media fragments could additionally
link the found entities to a temporal segment of the media. Typically this is found in subtitle files (e.g. SRT format) and
video captioning (e.g. WebVTT). Since most entity extraction services only offer a link between the extracted entity and
the positioning of the (sub)string which refers to that entity in the text file, for those services an additional processing step
is needed to infer from that positioning information the temporal fragment in which the string occurs. Note that while it
is less typical to refer to spatial information when describing an image, the presence of such in image metadata could
allow the same association of extracted entities and media spatial fragments.
Where do I find an entity extraction service?
Different entity extraction services exist, with differing terms of use, licenses, language support and
supported input/output formats. It is worthwhile to test a few with typical media metadata from your
organisation to determine which offer the best accuracy for extracting relevant entities for your content,
taking into the account the types of entity you want to extract. This paper [GAN13] provides an overview of
entity extraction services whose output uses Linked Data URIs for the identified entities. An alternative is to
install and use a software package which performs entity recognition, which may be preferable if you need
to train the service to recognise entities drawn from a specialised vocabulary (public services tend to look at
DBPedia entities and other general collections, e.g. placenames from a geographical dictionary). Apache
Stanbol (http://stanbol.apache.org/) can be installed as a Web application, or as a module in the Linked Media
Framework, and used for entity extraction with one's own dictionary of terms.
The NERD service (http://nerd.eurecom.fr/api) and Web interface (http://nerd.eurecom.fr) aggregates
results from many different online entity extraction services, allowing users to both maximise results or to
compare between them. NERD also supports subtitles and video captions as an input, returning both entities
and their temporal fragment in the media [LI12].

LinkedTV Metadata generator
In the LinkedTV project (www.linkedtv.eu) a Web service is provided for ingesting various types of related information
for a media asset and generating RDF descriptions as a result. The significant contribution of this service is that not only
does not accept several different types of input but it outputs the full Media Fragment Description in RDF, aggregating
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the results of all the different input processing steps:
 Exmaralda, a format for aggregating media analysis results obtained after the execution of different low level
feature analysis processes over media content. They include shot segmentation, scene segmentation, concept
detection, automatic speech recognition, between others. (this is the output format of LinkedTV analysis
services, see our report on Media Fragment Creation)
 TV Anytime, a metadata format for legacy information from broadcasters. This is an example of the “mappings
to property-values” discussed above.
 SRT subtitles file, using entity extraction and associating the entities to a temporal fragment of the media, as
discussed above. This step uses NERD, and the NERD output can also be directly input to the service if
preferred.
A Web interface for the metadata generator is available at http://linkedtv.eurecom.fr/tv2rdf/.
A Web API will be made available subject to similar terms of use as NERD in Summer 2014.

2. Manual tools to check and complete descriptions
Annotation tools provide an interface to a human annotator to check the existing, automatically extracted descriptions
(from the above tools), correct errors and complete the descriptions such that they are ready for actionable usage within
the media system for asset retrieval and re-use. A key issue with current semantic annotation tools is the lack of agreement
on the data models that they support to import into the tool and to export from the tool (e.g. which metadata schema is
used for properties of the media, which vocabularies are used in the identification of the concepts in the annotation such
as Linked Data). Furthermore, many tools are tied to a specific metadata repository for both reading and writing of the
annotations. We have recently surveyed how open, flexible and ready for media fragments and Linked Data the current
bunch of “semantic multimedia annotation tools” are:









19
20
21
22

Annomation19: this is a browser based tool for video annotation. It is currently restricted to educational material
available within the Open University. Tags can be added at any point in the video timeline and given a duration.
A number of vocabularies are supported for the tags, including DBPedia and GeoNames. The resulting video
annotations re-use several ontologies, but seem to be saved back into the tool's own repository, i.e. they are only
available again to the same tool.
Annotorius20: this is an image annotation tool which is browser-based, implemented in JavaScript. It allows the
attachment of free text descriptions to a spatial region. A Semantic Tagging plugin suggests named entities for
the inserted text, which map to DBPedia resources. Annotations use their own JavaScript data objects for
persistence and sharing.
YUMA21: developed in the EuropeanaConnect project, it supports image, audio and video. Both DBPedia and
Geonames resources can be annotation targets, and are suggested from free text or location references
respectively. Annotations can be exported as RDF using a tool-specific vocabulary.
SMAT22: Semantic Multimedia Annotation Tool - promises to allow the annotation using domain ontologies of
fragments of content items within a rich internet application. Video can be accessed from any streaming server
and annotated with spatial or temporal fragments connected to a term from a preloaded domain ontology. It is

http://annomation.open.ac.uk/annomation
http://annotorious.github.io/
http://dme.ait.ac.at/annotation/
http://www.kp-lab.org/tools/semantic-multimedia-annotation-tool-smat
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targeted to pedagogical usage and seems to be focused on demonstrating the act of media annotation rather than
any wider re-use.
SemTube23 is a prototype for semantically annotating YouTube videos developed within the SemLib EU
project. It allows attaching annotations to both spatial and temporal fragments, with annotations being free text,
Freebase terms or full RDF triples. A faceted browser then allows users to explore their annotated videos. It
appears functional but seems to be only enabled to save and retrieve annotations within a host server.
Pundit 24 is an open source Web document annotation tool that has developed out of the SemLib EU project. It
incorporates however only image annotation at the moment, allowing regions of the image to be annotated with
LOD terms or freely chosen ontology URIs. A client can be downloaded and installed for local annotation of
online Web pages which are saved to and retrieved from an instance of a Pundit server.
IMAS25 is a Web-based annotation tool developed within the SALERO EU project. Structured descriptions can
be produced for media assets retrieved from a repository. SALERO developed its own ontologies for annotating
media and describing relationships between media according to the needs of the media production domain. The
tool only allows global annotation of media resources and not annotating parts of them, and the output is
specifically intended for the needs of producers (e.g. subsequent rediscovery of media) rather than for
publication to the Web.
ImageSnippets 26 enables to tag images using Linked Data resources. Interestingly, tagged images can then be
published to the Web, both with descriptions embedded in the image data and included in the HTML as RDFa
metadata, on the fly. However, the tool does not yet support fragment-based annotation and it is restricted to the
image medium. It is currently in beta but looks promising, except that its current open annotation approach
could suffer from shared public image annotations not being interoperable due to a lack of a common annotation
vocabulary among authors.
OpenVideoAnnotation27 plans to offer a web-based tool to collaboratively annotate video on the web, at the
fragment level and using the Open Annotation ontology. Annotations are free text comment and tag based, but it
is not yet clear if Linked Data will be supported nor if spatial fragments will be included. This tool is clearly
promising but this is still a work in progress with a soon to be launched beta program.

Having reviewed the most recent tools known to the authors, we highlight work of two projects the author has been
involved in which are continuing the task of supporting online semantic media annotation with Media Fragment and
Linked Data support.
ConnectME video annotation tool
In the ConnectME project (www.connectme.at) a Web based annotation tool has been developed. It is part of the
workflow discussed above where the initial media mappings are published to an instance of the Linked Media Framework.
In the Web tool, a media asset may be selected and its annotation inspected, using a timeline view (Figure 18 left) under
the video frame to clearly show descriptions along the media's temporal fragments and allow editors intuitive editing of
temporal fragment start/end times by drag & drop. Spatial fragments are also displayed for a selected annotation, if present,
and can be changed by drag & drop of a spatial overlay over the video frame. The annotations are shown with their concept
labels, with the addition/editing of annotations taking place in an easy-to-use window (Figure 18 right) which allows
plain text entry and suggests concepts to the annotator, providing a preview text to allow checking the correct concept is

23
24
25
26
27

http://www.semedia.dibet.univpm.it/semtube/
http://thepund.it
http://salero.joanneum.at/imas/
http://www.imagesnippets.com/
http://www.openvideoannotation.org/
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selected.
The ConnectME annotation tool can be configured to connect to any Linked Media Framework instance, offers videos it
finds in the repository for annotation (video formats have to be supported by the HTML5 implementation of the Web
browser to be played back. MPEG-4, WebM and OGG Video are the preferred formats.) and allows the annotation that
has been made to be downloaded to the user's machine in RDF or saved back into the metadata repository.
It
is
currently
available
for
download
under
CC-BY-NC-ND
license
from
28
https://git.sti2.org/projects/CONNECTME/repos/annotation-tool/browse , derivative and commercial use conditions on
request. A test installation can be used at http://annotator.connectme.at/

Figure 18: ConnectME video annotation tool

LinkedTV Editor Tool
In the LinkedTV project (www.linkedtv.eu) a Web based editor tool has been developed. It loads the RDF descriptions
from the LinkedTV Platform, making a distinction between the media 'entities' (the concepts each fragment is annotated
with) and 'enrichments' (in LinkedTV, on the basis of the media annotations, hyperlinks to related content are also
suggested). Of course, the Editor Tool can be used to edit only the media annotations. The LinkedTV metadata generator,
discussed above, can publish its generated RDF to the LinkedTV Platform so that the descriptions of the media are
available to the Editor Tool. The tool allows an editor to select a specific chapter of the video, browse the existing
annotations on the platform, and select them for the “media fragment description” or add new annotations. The manually
selected annotations are saved back to the platform using a separate graph, which has the effect that – while the existing
annotations are preserved and can be returned to – the manually selected annotations can also be selected out from the
repository easily. The idea of the Editor Tool is to support content editors at TV broadcasters who will want to proof all
automatically generated annotations and use, in the subsequent media workflow, only annotations they manually selected.
The Figure 19 shows the main interface to the Editor Tool with the existing platform annotations listed on the right hand
side and editor's accepted annotations on the left below the video.

28

An open source release via a public code hosting site like GitHub is planned for Summer 2014.
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Figure 19: Editor Tool Interface
The LinkedTV Editor Tool will have a public code release in late 2014, but a test installation can be used at
http://editortool.linkedtv.eu
It is currently tied to an instance of the LinkedTV Platform but could be reconfigured to read and write RDF from a
different repository. It reads and writes RDF according to the LinkedTV Ontology.

For VideoLectures, the base asset metadata in the media asset repository is kept apart
from the richer fragments descriptions in the new metadata repository. The latter is used
in the portal search functionality to find matching fragments, and via the shared
identifiers used for the videos themselves, the fragments are associated with the media
assets in the media asset repository.
The TV2RDF service was used to convert both results of shot segmentation analysis and
acquired talk transcripts (using, in cases, automatic speech recognition software) into the
LinkedTV RDF format.
In the future, a customised version of the LinkedTV Editor could be used to check and
correct media fragment annotations, or to allow curated associations between media
fragments and other Web content (enrichments) which could extend the browsing offer
of VideoLectures.
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Models/Formats
For a correct functioning of a tool chain for Media Fragment Description the metadata input-output should of course
conform to the same data model and schema. There is still some variation in media metadata schema that could be chosen,
but in the interest of ensuring a base compatibility across heterogeneous metadata – since many media properties are
consistently present in most or all of those schema – the W3C has developed a “media ontology” which provides for a
mapping of shared properties across schema29.
The W3C media ontology has been described in more detail in MediaMixer D1.1.2 “Core Technology Set” along with
additional background to the state of the art in multimedia description formats30.
However, since this model is driven by ensuring consistency across as many different metadata schema as possible what
it defines in the end is a 'lowest common denominator'. It does not specifically address any specific requirements of media
fragment description such as enforcing the use of the Media Fragment URI specification in identifying media, or natively
working with annotations which use Web based URIs for concept identifiers. Such “media fragment description” friendly
metadata schema extend, for convenience, existing schema such as W3C Media Ontology such that they could support
these requirements, enforcing (with validation) the use of fragmentation in media description and Web based URIs to
identify the concepts in those descriptions. Within the context of the above tools, two ontologies (data models for media
description with a formal logic basis) are relevant, both of which extend the media ontology and include support for media
fragments and for semantic concepts:
ConnectME ontology, used in the ConnectME framework metadata mappings and annotation tool, is a lightweight model
(re-using only a subset of the W3C Media Ontology and the Open Annotation Model, extended with a small set of
additional properties) which has the media resource in the centre, and annotates on its fragments – the only concepts
associated to the resource itself are “subjects” (entities extracted from the media title, description etc. which cannot be
automatically associated with a fragment e.g. these are used in the annotation tool to provide a suggestions list when
annotating). The fragments are associated to concepts with specific properties (which can be extended) such as
explicitlyMentions or implicitlySeen, allowing media systems processing these descriptions to make distinctions based on
the concept is being 'represented' by the media fragment. The ConnectME ontology, see Figure 20, is published at
http://connectme.at/ontology

Figure 20: The ConnectMe Ontology
29 http://www.w3.org/TR/mediaont-10/
30 http://community.mediamixer.eu/documents/coretechset
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LinkedTV ontology, used in the LinkedTV metadata generator and editor tool, combines several ontologies with a specific
extension for its use case of modelling the (automated) annotation of media fragments and their association to related
content (hyperlinking). Going beyond the ConnectME ontology, it does also use the idea of MediaFragments annotated
(via the Open Annotation Model) with semantic concepts but can also model a wider range of information, including
initial outputs from media analysis processes (which can subsequently be used for the semantic annotation), provenance
information and different levels of granularity (not just fragments but also Shots, Scenes or Chapters). The effect is that
of enabling a fuller media fragment description which fits better the full media lifecycle within a media management
process, e.g. able to preserve information about where an annotation came from, which analysis results (e.g. entity
extraction from subtitles) were used to create an annotation, or a series of edits to a fragment description via an annotation
tool. A fuller consideration of the LinkedTV ontology, see Figure 21, is available in the project deliverable D2.4, Chapter
2 [JR13] and the specification is published at http://linkedtv.eu/ontology

Figure 21: The LinkedTV Ontology
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Licensing & contact
For more information and access to the described annotation tools, please refer to the table below.
Tool

Link (URL)

Contact person

Apache Marmotta

http://marmotta.apache.org John Pereira
Redlink.co
john.pereira@redlink
.co

Apache 2.0

Apache Stanbol

http://stanbol.apache.
org

John Pereira
Redlink.co
john.pereira@redlink
.co

Apache 2.0

Drupal RDF export
module

https://drupal.org/
project/rdfx

Stéphane Corlosquet
Lin Clark

GNU GPL 2.0

Apache Marmotta RDF
import module

https://code.google.com/p/l
mf/wiki/DrupalModule
(current version for Linked
Media Framework)

John Pereira
Redlink.co
john.pereira@redlink
.co

Apache 2.0

NERD (Named Entity
Recognition and
Disambiguation)

http://nerd.eurecom.fr

Raphael Troncy
EURECOM
r.troncy@eurecom.fr

See
http://nerd.eurecom.fr/
terms

TV2RDF REST service

http://linkedtv.eurecom.fr/t Raphael Troncy
v2rdf/
EURECOM
r.troncy@eurecom.fr

ConnectME annotation
tool

https://git.sti2.org/
projects/CONNECTME

Lyndon Nixon
CC-BY-NC-ND (Planned
MODUL University
open source release in
lyndon.nixon@modul.a Summer 2014)
c.at

LinkedTV Editor Tool

http://editortool.
linkedtv.eu

Jaap Blom
GNU GPL 3.0 (planned,
Sound and Vision
code release late 2014)
jblom@beeldengeluid.n
l
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4.4

Media Fragment Rights

Author: R. Garcia - Universitat de Lleida, Spain, email:roberto.garcia@udl.cat
This section presents the semantic technologies promoted by the MediaMixer project in relation with computer supported
copyright management. An overview of existing rights expression languages standards and initiatives are presented,
together with their scope and limitations. Then, MediaMixer proposal based on semantic technologies and the Copyright
Ontology is described.
The Copyright Ontology is a formal model of the copyright domain. It can be also informally described as a domain
model, similar to what can be attained using software-modeling tools like UML, but using more expressive formalisms
that also capture the domain semantics and use logic to facilitate their implementation.
The main difference, when compared to the previous rights expression languages, is that it does not focus just on the
pieces required to model rights, what can an individual user or set of users do with a particular piece of content. The
ontology goes to the roots from where what can be done with a creation is regulated, this is copyright law.
Consequently, the core of the ontology, as described next in more detail, are the rights defined by copyright law, the
different forms creations take along their value chain and the particular events (verbs) that make creations move from one
form to another (e.g. “to fix” generates a “recording” from a “performance”). Finally, to close the loop, the events are
connected to the rights that govern them (e.g. the Reproduction Right regulates the “to fix” events).
These building blocks are at the core of copyright law and therefore are the basis for any contract or license dealing with
creations. Therefore, the Copyright Ontology can be used as the way to formally describe any rights expression language
and facilitate thus their implementation and the interoperability among them.
For instance, as described in the MediaMixer “User Generated Content Copyright Management”31, the Copyright
Ontology can drive digital operations decision support and help dealing in a scalable way with copyright management
issues that require taking into account DDEX data32, one of the main standards for automating the exchange of
information along the digital supply chain, together with clauses coming directly from talent contracts that set exceptions
to be taken into account, for instance that Green Day doesn’t want their songs mixed with UGC showing violent images...

31
32

MediaMixer UGC Use Case and Demo, http://rhizomik.net/mediamixer
Digital Data Exchange (DDEX), http://www.ddex.net
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Purpose
Digitalization and the transition to a Web full of media, where video already amounts more than half of online consumer
traffic33, have introduced new scalability requirements like bandwidth exigencies, which technology is rapidly evolving
to cope with. However, there are other limiting factors that are not scaling so well, especially those that have been
traditionally slow moving like copyright.
As the amount of content made available through the Web grows, for instance 72 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube
every minute34, the problem of managing its copyright becomes even more relevant. Consequently, there is already a need
to make rights management scale to a web of media, as pointed by recent initiatives like the Picture Licensing Universal
System35 or the Linked Content Coalition36. These initiatives, among others, propose ways to represent and communicate
rights so they can be automatically processed in a scalable way.
However, the issues associated with copyright management at a Web scale become even more complex when it goes
beyond simple access control and takes into account also content reuse and the whole content value chain. In this case,
rights representations need to be more sophisticated so they can capture the full copyright spectrum.
Proposed solutions should scale not just to a Web of media but also to a Web of media fragments. Fragments, accompanied
by scalable copyright management for the full value chain, enable a potentially enormous re-use market.
The Copyright Ontology is implemented as a Web ontology that facilitates the representation and communication of rights
and licensing terms over media assets in terms of their fragments. The ontology is based on Semantic Web technologies
and integrates with the W3C Media Fragments Recommendation37 to define and describe spatial and temporal media
fragments.
The ontology makes it possible to underpin the media discovery and usage negotiation process, facilitating the automation
of functionalities for rights management. Based on an explicit and interoperable semantic representation for the
communication of rights, the ontology facilitates assessing the reusability of a given media asset fragment and eases
bringing content onto this flourishing market. For instance, by interoperating with DDEX data38, one of the main standards
for automating the exchange of information along the digital supply chain.

33

Cisco's Visual Networking Index, http://www.cisco.com/en/US/netsol/ns827/networking_solutions_white_papers_list.html
YouTube Statistics, http://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html
35
PLUS, http://www.useplus.com
36
Linked Content Coalition, http://www.linkedcontentcoalition.org
37
Troncy, R., Mannens, E., Pfeiffer, S., Van Deursen, D. 2012. Media Fragments URI 1.0 (basic). W3C Recommendation, 25
September 2012. http://www.w3.org/TR/media-frags/
38
Digital Data Exchange (DDEX), http://www.ddex.net
34
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Scenario
In order to contextualise the copyright technologies introduced in this chapter, an illustrative scenario about User
Generated Content (UGC) copyright management is used. UGC is content created by users and shared through platforms
like YouTube. Usually, it is the mix of content really generated by the user, like a wedding recording, combined with
content owned by others, for instance the couple’s favourite song by Adele.
To preserve rights holders rights on copyrighted pieces of content used without permission, UGC platforms provide
content identification services so owners can register their content and be warned when it is reused. Though the first
reaction might be to just block content reusing copyrighted media without authorisation, UGC platforms have generated
a new revenue stream by sharing part of the advertisement revenue generated by content views if it is kept in the
platform.
This is becoming an important revenue stream for owners of hits in UGC. However, this requires a big mind change in
media management. To foster media remixing and viral reuse of content, content owners should move away from content
protection measures like DRM that might prevent their content from being remixed. They should, however, focus on
technological measures that facilitate reuse while tracking it and then managing copyright, not just at the end-user level
but through the whole value chain of mixes and remixes.
The MediaMixer semantic technologies for copyright management are based on copyright law and thus provide the
modelling tools to capture copyright statements from sources ranging from digital operations to talent contracts, as detailed
in the Approach and Conceptualisation sections. Moreover, thanks to the reasoning features these technologies provide,
these semantic models can be then used to support intelligent decision support at the scale of a media repository and its
associated copyright statements. This is detailed in the Implementation section.
For instance, it is possible to help deciding the reaction to detecting that a song by Green Day, whose rights an organisation
is managing, is being reused in YouTube, as shown in Figure 22. Should it be monetized and streamed together with
advertisements or simply blocked? With MediaMixer technologies it is possible to go beyond just choosing to monetize
based on the limited information available at the digital operations stage. The objective is to avoid the legal troubles that
might arise from ignoring, at that particular decision point, the fact that the talent contract with Green Day states “we do
not want our creations mixed with war images”.
Seeing Syria's War Through the Lens
by SOPHIA JONES - October 09, 2012!

A vo i d
m a k i n g a va i l a b l e
ou r wor k
t o g et h er w i t h
w a r co n t en t

Rights'Builder'
User'Interface'

Rights'Language'
Mapping'

Digital'Opera, ons'
(DDEX)'
<isrc>USREV0500293</isrc>6
<DealTerms>6
6<ValidityPeriod>6
6 6<StartDate>2005+11+156
6 6</StartDate>6
6</ValidityPeriod>6
6<Usage>6
6 6<UseType>AdSupportedStreaming6
6 6</UseType>6
6 6<DistributionChannelType>6
6 6 6Internet6
6 6<DistributionChannelType>6
6</Usage>6
6<TerritoryCode>US6
6</TerritoryCode>...6

Figure 22: Using semantic data for decision support in the “UGC using Green Day’s work
with war images” scenario
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Related Tools
The DRM Watch review on DRM standards [R08] shows that interoperability is a key issue for DRM systems. For
instance, it arises in the content distribution scenario when a user wants to consume content in any of the devices they
own. Interoperability is also critical in the organisation scenario, when content flows through organisations or external
content is used in order to derive new one.
The main response to DRM interoperability requirements has been the settlement of many standardisation efforts. The
main ones are ISO/IEC MPEG-21 [WDWPB05] and ODRL39, and in both cases the main interoperability facilitation
component is a Rights Expression Language (REL).
The REL is a XML Schema that defines the grammar of a license modelling language, so it is based on a syntax
formalisation approach. There is also the MPEG-21 Rights Data Dictionary and a ODRL Data Dictionary Schema (DD)
that captures the semantics of the terms employed in the REL, but it does so without defining formal semantics [GD05].
This syntax-based approach is also common to other DRM interoperability efforts and one of main causes of the
proliferation of interoperability initiatives that cannot interoperate among them, like in the e-books domain [R09]. Despite
the great efforts in place, the complexity of the copyright domain makes it very difficult to produce and maintain
implementations based on this approach.
The implementers must build them from specifications that just formalise the grammar of the language and force the
interpretation and manual implementation of the underlying semantics. This has been feasible for less complex domains,
for instance when implementing a MPEG-4 player from the corresponding specification. However, this is hardly
affordable for a more complex and open domain like copyright, which also requires a great degree of flexibility.
Moreover, the limited expressivity of the technical solutions currently employed makes it very difficult to accommodate
copyright law into DRM systems. Consequently, DRM standards tend to follow the traditional access control approach.
They concentrate their efforts in the last copyright value chain step, content consumption, and provide limited support for
the other steps.
In fact, just Internet publishing risks are considered and the response is to look for more restrictive and secure mechanism
to avoid access control circumvention. This makes DRM even less flexible because it ties implementations to proprietary
and closed hardware and software security mechanisms.
The limited support for copyright law is also a concern for users and has been criticised, for instance by the Electronic
Frontier Foundation [D05]. The consequence of this lack is basically that DRM systems fail to accommodate rights
reserved to the public under national copyright regimes.
Consequently, the DRM world remains apart from the underlying copyright legal framework. As it has been noted, this is
a risk because DRM systems might then incur then into confusing legal situations. Moreover, it is also a lost opportunity
because, from our point of view, ignoring copyright law is also ignoring a mechanism to achieve interoperability.
Therefore, DRM must evolve to Copyright Management.
It is true that copyright law diverges depending on local regimes but, as the World Intellectual Property Organisation 40
promotes, there is a common legal base and fruitful efforts towards a greater level of copyright law worldwide
harmonisation.
A new approach is necessary if we want profit from the Internet as a content sharing medium. The existence of this
opportunity is clear when we observe the success of the Creative Commons initiative, whose objective is to promote
content sharing and reuse thorough innovative copyright and licensing schemes.

39
40

Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL), Version 2, 2012. http://www.w3.org/community/odrl/two/
WIPO, World Intellectual Property Organization, http://www.wipo.int
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However, despite the success of Creative Commons licenses, this initiative is not seen as an alternative to DRM. The main
reason is the lack of flexibility of the available licensing terms. There are mainly six different Creative Commons licenses,
all of them non-commercial, and just an informal mechanism for extension and adoption of alternative licensing schemes,
CC+41.
A more generic and flexible step in this direction is the one by the Linked Content Coalition (LCC42). This initiative is
promoting among industry a Rights Reference Model (RRM), which is formalised in the corresponding specification and
a set of XML Schemas. However, though it is a rich and versatile model, based on accumulated experience and industry
consensus, the model lacks a formalisation that facilitates validating the model, checking its consistency and streamlines
its implementation. Here is where the semantic technologies promoted by the MediaMixer project can be put into practice
to overcome these limitations, as shown in the next sections.

41
42

http://wiki.creativecommons.org/CCPlus
http://www.linkedcontentcoalition.org/
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Approach
The Copyright Ontology modeling approach is event-oriented, i.e. the central elements of models based on the Copyright
Ontology are events, things that happen. The process is inspired by the way we actually model the dynamic aspects of the
world using our main knowledge representation tools, i.e. natural language. The central piece is the verb, which models
the dynamic aspects and constitutes the core of natural language sentences.
Consequently, when modeling the ontology, the first step was to identify the verbs corresponding to the processes,
situations, events, etc. in the copyright domain. These concepts constitute the main part of the model from the dynamics
point of view, just the same role verbs play in natural language sentences.
This first step just identifies some concepts that are not enough to build complex expressions. In order to do that, the
inspiration is also from how natural language sentences work. In sentences, the verb is connected to other sentence
constituents, i.e. participants, in order to build expressions that fully model a process, event or situation.
This approach has been extensively used in the Natural Language research domain and more recently it has been also used
in ontology and metadata vocabulary engineering, like in the schema.org43 vocabulary. Table 2 shows some examples of
case roles
Table 2: Case roles for event-oriented ontology modeling
Facet
Who?
When?
Where?
What?
With?
Why?
How?
If?
Then?

43

Main role
agent
pointInTime
location
object
instrument
aim
manner
condition
consequence

Other roles
participant (indirect co-agent), recipient
start, completion, duration
origin, destination, path
patient (changed), theme (unchanged), result (new)
medium
reason

http://schema.org/Action
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Conceptualization
This section details the Copyright Ontology conceptualization activity. This activity is guided by event-oriented pattern
presented in the previous section. Due to the complexity of the copyright domain, the conceptualization is divided into
two phases. The first one concentrates on the static aspects of the domain. Moreover, the static aspects are further divided
into two different submodels due to its complexity.
First, there is the creation submodel, shown in Figure 23. This model is the basis for building the conceptual models of
the rest of the parts. It defines the different forms a creation can take, which are classified following the three main points
of view as proposed by many ontologies:
 Abstract: Work.
 Object: Manifestation, Fixation and Instance.
 Process: Performance and Communication.

Figure 23: The creation model provided by the Copyright Ontology
Second, there is the rights submodel, which is also part of the static part model. The Rights Model follows the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO44) recommendations in order to define the rights hierarchy. The most relevant
rights in the copyright management domain are economic rights as they are related to productive and commercial aspects
of copyright. All the main rights in copyright law are modeled as concepts as shown in Figure 24.

44

WIPO, http://www.wipo.int
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RentalRight
DistributionRight

EconomicRights

ImportationRight

FixationRight

SoundRecordRight

ReproductionRight

MotionPictureRight

PublicPerformanceRight

BroadcastingRight

CommunicationRight

MakingAvailableRight

TransformationRight

AdaptationRight

AttributionRight

TranslationRight

IntegrityRight
Copyright

MoralRights
DisclosureRight
WithdrawalRight
PermorfersRights
RelatedRights

ProducersRights
BroadcastersRights

Figure 24: Rights Model in the Copyright Ontology

Each right governs a set of actions, i.e. things that the actors participating in the copyright life cycle can perform on the
entities in the creation model. Therefore, it is time to move to the dynamic aspects of the domain. The model for the
dynamic part is called the Action Model and it is built on the roots of the two previous ones.
Actions correspond to the primitive actions that can be performed on the concepts defined in the creation submodel and
which are regulated by the rights in the rights submodel. For the economic rights, these are the actions:
 Reproduction Right: reproduce, commonly speaking copy.
 Distribution Right: distribute. More specifically sell, rent and lend.
 Public Performance Right: perform; it is regulated by copyright when it is a public performance and not a private
one.
 Fixation Right: fix, or record.
 Communication Right: communicate when the subject is an object or retransmit when communicating a
performance or previous communication, e.g. a re-broadcast. Other related actions, which depend on the intended
audience, are broadcast or make available.
 Transformation Right: derive. Some specializations are Adapt or Translate.
At this point we have completed the first phase of the dynamic model part, i.e. the verb concepts have been identified.
They constitute the key elements in order to build expressions that represent the processes, events and situations that occur
in the copyright domain, as shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: The creation model with actions moving creations along their value chain
With the previous pieces, it is possible to model a value chain, like the one shown in Figure 26 for a particular media
asset, connecting the different creations involved and their evolution through the relevant actions to be performed to do
so, which at the same time are connected to the rights governing them as presented before. For a detailed explanation of
the Copyright Ontology as a media value chains modeling tool, and comparisons of it to other ways of modeling them
like FRBR45, there are more details in [GG10].
Literary Work
transform
Adaptation

Creator

manifest
Script
Actor

perform
Performance

Producer

record
Motion Picture

Broadcaster

broadcast
Communication

User

tune

Figure 26: Value chain for a literary work, adapted into a script for a film that is then broadcasted
Finally, in order to build rights expression and relate the verb concepts to the other participants (persons, organizations,
places, the asset being acted on, etc.), it is time to complete the dynamic model and detail for each verb concept the
corresponding case roles.
For instance, if we consider the Copy action, copies have been traditionally the basic medium for Work commercialization.
They are produced from a Manifestation, from a Fixation of a Performance or from another Instance. Therefore, these

45

Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, http://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-bibliographicrecords
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are the theme of the Copy verb as it is shown in Table 3. Another example of case role characterization for the Copy action
is result, which has an Instance as expected value as this item employed for the physical commercialization of works, e.g.
a DVD.
Table 3: Copy case roles
Case role

Range

Cardinality

agent

Person
(Natural or Legal)

1..N

theme

Manifestation OR
Fixation OR Instance

1

result

Instance

1

pointInTime e.g. ISO8601

1

location

e.g. ISO3166, URL, ... 1

...

...

...

Based on the previous building blocks, the central part of Figure 27 shows an example model for expression build using
the proposed pattern as it is applied to the Copy action. This kind of action patterns are also used to model licenses.
Therefore, two additional verb concepts are identified and detailed using case roles: Agree and Disagree. They are the
building block of any license. The figure also shows a license for the Copy action. As it is shown, the condition case role
is used in order to introduce a compensation for the agent that grants the copy action, a 3€ transfer from the granted agent.
Person: John

agent

Agree

pointInTIme

Date:
2007-11-20

theme
Person: Arthur

Date:
2008-01-01
Date:
2008-07-01

Amount:
3€
Person: Arthur

agent

theme

Fixation:
The Song

origin

Location: peerA

Copy

start

completion

recipient

Location:
peerB

recipient

Location:
peerC

recipient

Person: John

condition

theme

Transfer

agent

Figure 27: Model for an agreement on a copy action pattern plus a condition
The agreement theme corresponds to an implicit permission, i.e. the theme of an agreement is permitted. The condition
relation corresponds to an obligation, i.e. in order to fulfill the theme action it is necessary to satisfy the pattern defined
by the condition property object. Finally, it is also possible to model prohibitions using the Disagree verb concept and
placing the prohibited action in the corresponding theme.

Implementation
A part from the Copyright Ontology conceptualisation presented in the previous section, there is an implementation 46

46

Copyright Ontology, http://rhizomik.net/ontologies/copyrightonto
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based on the Web Ontology Language (OWL). This implementation can be used to develop semantics-powered Copyright
Management systems based on ontology reasoning [GG10]. Reasoners can be then used to provide:
 Consistency checking: detect if a set of licenses is consistent and thus it is authorising a set of actions that is not
empty.
 License checking: based on the subsumption service provided by the reasoners it is possible to detect how licenses
interact, for instance detecting licenses that completely include other licenses making them not necessary. It is
also possible to perform license search based on example licenses, so it is possible to detect if there is a license
that would provide the functionality of a fictitious one.
 Usage checking: based on the reasoned instance classification service to detect if a particular action, for instance
copying a media fragment, is authorized by a set of licenses. This feature is based on the ability of reasoners to
check if the action satisfies all the restrictions set by a license. For more details about this feature see47.
The Copyright Ontology has been applied in real use cases, for instance involving DDEX rights data. DDEX data is used
in this case as the way to communicate the rights associated to assets along the value chain. However, DDEX data does
just model deals, which capture the kind of actions that can be performed with a particular asset or fragment in a given
territory, time point, etc. They do not capture the existing copyright agreements that might make those particular actions
legal or not. Table 4 includes a DDEX example on the left column.
Consequently, if there is a dispute because an asset or fragment is detected under a conflicting use, it is difficult to
determine if there is legal support to claim compensation. Many different DDEX deals might be involved and even the
agreements related with the involved assets might have to be manually checked. This is not feasible if the amount of
disputes to deal with grows.

Table 4:DDEX data example (on the left) and the corresponding model based on the
Copyright Ontology with a reference to a media fragment (on the right)
<Deal>
<DealTerms>
<CommercialModelType>PayAsYouGoModel
</CommercialModelType>
<Usage>
<UseType>OnDemandStream</UseType>
<DistributionChannelType>Internet
</DistributionChannelType>
</Usage>
<TerritoryCode>ES</TerritoryCode>
<TerritoryCode>US</TerritoryCode>
<ValidityPeriod>
<StartDate>2013-01-01</StartDate>
</ValidityPeriod>
</DealTerms>
</Deal>

<http://media.com/deals/3> owl:Class, msp:Deal;
co:start "2013-01-01" ;
co:aim ddex:PayAsYouGoModel ;
owl:intersectionOf (
ddex:OnDemandStream
[ a owl:Restriction ;
owl:onProperty co:theme ;
owl:hasValue
<http://my.tv/video.ogv#t=60,100> ]
[ a owl:Restriction ;
owl:onProperty co:medium ;
owl:someValuesFrom ddex:Internet ]
[ a owl:Restriction ;
owl:onProperty co:location ;
owl:someValuesFrom
[ a owl:Class ;
owl:oneOf (territory:ES territory:US) ]
]) .

Parts of DDEX has been mapped to the Copyright Ontology, so DDEX data can be converted into Semantic Web data
based on this ontology. This way, many different deals can be combined and taken into account to decide a dispute.
Moreover, they can be also combined with other sources of information, like existing agreements once they are also
formalized using tools like MediaMixer Rights Builder User Interface described in the MediaMixer “User Generated
Content Copyright Management” use case48.

47

Copyright Reasoning Explained, http://community.mediamixer.eu/materials/presentations/copyright/view

48

MediaMixer UGC Use Case and Demo, http://rhizomik.net/mediamixer
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Once combined, it is possible to use reasoners to easily implement the process of checking if the dispute being considered
is supported by any of the existing deals or agreements. To do that, deals are modeled as OWL classes based on the
intersection or union of restrictions on the deal action and its case roles.
These expressions define the set of actions that are authorized by a deal. The reasoner can be then used to check if, for
example, an intended use modeled as an instance is inside the set defined by the OWL class and consequently it can be
interpreted as supported by the deals and agreements under consideration. Or, on the other hand, if it is matched by a
disagree, the it is interpreted that it is disallowed even if it also might match an agreement, as illustrated in Figure 28.
No, because it
matches pattern

Can we stream asset X

A

g

re

e
D

ee
gr
a
is

which prohibits it:
“Artist s forbid their music
with violent images”

Figure 28: Copyright reasoning using the Copyright Ontology implementation
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Licensing
The Copyright Ontology is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution license (CC-BY). Therefore, it can be reused
just requiring attribution of the original source.
The ontology is available from:
http://rhizomik.net/ontologies/copyrightonto/
In order to generate a license interactively, and based on the Copyright Ontology, there is the Rights Builder UI web tool
freely available from:
http://rhizomik.net/mediamixer/rightsbuilderui/
Alternatively, if your organization already has the rights information available using a standard or custom rights
expression language, it is possible to develop translator from them to the Copyright Ontology.
Right now, a DDEX to Copyright Ontology mapping service is freely available from:
http://rhizomik.net/ddex2rdf/
In order to visualize all the semantic data and navigate it, it is possible to use the generic tool Rhizomer, which can be
downloaded from the corresponding project home, where its source code is also available under a GNU GPL license:
https://code.google.com/p/rhizomer/
Finally, in order to store and reason with statements based on the Copyright Ontology, a Semantic Web and Web Ontology
Language enabled repository is necessary. MediaMixer has not developed a custom repository but uses one of the
commercially available ones: OWLIM.
OWLIM can be downloaded from:
http://www.ontotext.com/owlim
There is an OWLIM-Lite version that can be downloaded and used free of charge for any purpose. Restricted versions of
OWLIM-SE and OWLIM-Enterprise can be obtained free of charge for evaluation purposes.
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5

Conclusion

In this report, we have presented the MediaMixer community portal and the key MediaMixer core technologies enabling
“media fragment re-mixing”. Based on community portal usage statistics collected over the duration of the project and a
survey specifically aimed at our users, we have devised a number of actions aimed at attracting more attention to the
MediaMixer portal, engage new members with a particular focus on industrial members.
Among the actions taken, the most visible one is the new portal layout and navigation, which was derived directly from
user feedback. The new front-page provides easier access to content and addresses directly and effectively the different
users groups and their interests.
The following actions were also taken, with the aim of increasing the visibility of the MediaMixer community portal.
 All community portal pages were optimized for easier crawling and better indexing by search engines.
 New material and announcements were features at regular interval on the portal, in order to simultaneously,
attract new users and bring members back to the portal.
 Online advertisement through a Google Adword campaign.
 Posts replying relevant questions/discussions on technological forums (i.e. Quora, StackOverflow, etc.)
advocating MediaMixer technologies and advertising the portal and its forum.
As a result, the portal has become a rich source of information for anybody interested in technologies enabling the re-use
of media content. The enhancements and steps taken to improve the portal and its visibility have generated a significant
increase in the number of pages viewed weekly. We will soon open the portal to public access for all materials and contents
in order to ensure its sustainability as a future reference on MediaMixer technology, use cases and industry benefits.
Key technologies addressing “media fragment re-mixing”, ranging from Media Fragment Specification and Tools, Media
Fragment Creation, Media Fragment Description to Media Fragment Rights have been thoroughly reported through a
series of whitepapers, also included in this deliverable.
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